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Chapter I - Introduction 
Purpose - To determine the attitudes of science teachers 
in secondary school an matters relating to the responsibility 
ot scientists to society. 
Justification -
1. Attitudes are recognized as educational outcomes. 
one of the foundations of this study is the contention that 
the teacher's attitudes or absence of attitudes are communi-
cated to the pupil and influence him to varying degrees. 
The evidence to date an this is very meager and conflicting . 
Krolll investisated changes of attitudes of high school 
seniors in a course an .Alllerican history and economics using 
Harper 's social attitudes scale which was standardized an a 
comparable group. He concluded that "There is little founda-
tion tor the statement that conservative teachers indoctrinate 
conservatism," and also, "There seems to be sane basis tor 
the opinion that radical teachers are probably teaching the 
l. Kroll, A., The ,Teacher's Influence Upon the Social Attitude 
of Boys in -tlie r·Tweltth Grade, pp. 2?4-80. 
1. 
pupils to question the status quo." 
Kornhauserl measured chan.ies produced by a course in 
econanics durin" two successive years. or his more important 
findings are the followin~: 
"The attitude blanks likewise showed that significant 
changes took place between the be~innin& and end of the 
course; and the chan lies on a number or items were 
clearly related to particular eon tent and points ot 
emphasis 1n the course. tt 
Manske, 2 in a study which attempted " • • • to ascer-
tain whether or not students tend to reflect the attitudes 
of their teachers" used the revised Hinckley Attitude Scale 
which is on Ne~roes. on the basis of his study he concluded 
that, "Pupils rarely si~ificantly reflect the attitudes or 
their teachers, n3 and "Teachers who believe that it is their 
duty to indoctrinate tend to influence pupils to conform to 
their views. tt4 
.And finally, Lichtenstein, 5 concludes on the basis or 
numerous researches that the school " • • • is merely one or 
a number of environmental agencies which operate in shapin& 
and changing attitudes. tt His study attempted to measure the 
influence of education on two attitudes, and his results were 
ne&ative. 
2 
1. Kornhauser, A. W., Changes in the Information and Attitudes of 
students in an Economics Course, p. 2ga. 
2. Manske, A. ~., The Reflection of Teachers' Attitudes 1n the 
Attitudes of Their Pupils, p. 20. 
3. Ibid., p. 51 
4. lbia., p. 50. 
5. Lichtenstein, A., Can Attitudes Be Taught?, p. 13. 
2. science textbooks usually do not deal with this 
problem, and if they do it is still up to the teacher - with 
his attitudes and biases - to make the assignments, and 
possibly plan the course also. 
3. As will be shown in the review of research chapter 
much thought is being and has been given, and much controversy 
is raging regarding the role of the scientist in society and 
his responsibilities to that society in view of his proven 
ability to prepare the way for or produce instruments which 
can have very disastrous effects on society. 
4. Thus the attitudes of the nation's science teachers -
who it is believed are influencing the future citizens very much 
in this respect - are of concern. 
Scope - Science teachers in grades 9-12, or 7-12 
vhere combined high schools existed, were surveyed. Sixty 
public schools were chosen at randan. from. the whole of 
Massachusetts and it was requested that me science teacher 
from each of these schools be chosen. 
Definitions -
Science - Conan.tl defines science as u • .. • a series 
of concepts and conceptual schemes ari s ing out of experiment 
1. Conant, J . B., What Is Science?, p . 167. 
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and observat ion and leading to new experiments and observa-
tion -" ·rhis emphasizes the dynamic nature of science while 
the Encyclopedia Britannica definition does not . 
nscience , a word , which , in its broadest sense , is 
synon omous with le arn ing and knowledge • • • For our 
purpose, science may be defined as ordered kno ledge 
of natural phenomena and of the relations between 
them; thus it is a short term for 'natural science, ' 
and as such is used
1
here in conformity with a general 
modern convention~" 
Both are inadequate separately , but combined they form 
an excellent definition. Technology , as such, is not included 
in the meaning of science as seen here . 
Scientist - A worker who spends a good part of his time 
in the field of science - as conceived by tbe latter def'ini tion 
technology being the obvious diversion. 
Attitude - Thurstone2 defines attitude as 
n • • • the sum total of a man's 1nclinati ons and 
feelings, prejudice or bias, preconceived noti~, 
ideas, fears, threats, and convictions about any 
specified topic~n 
This definition connotes a somewhat passive state while llport ' s 
suggests more activity. 
"An .attitude is a mental and neural state of readi-
ness , organized through experience, exerting a directive 
or dynamic influence upon the individual ' s response to 
all objects and situations with which it is related."3 
1 . Encyclopedia Britannica, vol. 20, p. 115. 
2 . Thurstone, L . L. , Attitudes Can Be Measured , p .. 531. 
3 . Allport, G. w., Attitudes, p . 810. 
Allport 's definition attempts to probe deeply into just what 
an attitude is while Thurstone's tends to be more superficial. 
Of the two, Allport's is preferred. 
society - Hayes defines society as follows: 
"A society is a plurality of individuals among whom 
the activity of each is so conditioned by the activity 
of ano~h~r.or others.tha~ ther~ is miintained a system 
of act 1 Vl t 1e s otherw~se ~mposs1. ble • '' · 
This definition is complemented by small's. 
" .. • • that phase of the conditions of human life 
which consists of inevit~ble action and reaction be -
tween many individuals .. " 
These two definitions together make up the definition 
for this study. 
1 .. Hayes , E . 0 ., Sociology, p. 4. 
2. Small, A. .. , General Sociol ogy , p. 405. · 
Chapter II - Review of Research 
A. Social Responsibility of Scientists -
1. Scientist&' and Laymen's Opinions ·-
A study ot the literature shows that the problem of the 
effects of science upon society and humanity, with its related 
problems, did not receive much attention until the late 1920's. 
In September, 1927, the British Association for the Advancement 
of Science held its convention at Leeds, Eniland. The Bishop 
of Ripon, 1 Dr. E. A. Burroughs, presidin£ over the Sunday 
services of the association, said, 
"After all we could get on very happily if aviation, 
wireless, television, and the like advanced no further 
than at present, disappoint in~ as it would be far those 
whose life work has lain 1n such fields. Dare I even 
sua&est, at the risk of being lynched by same of my 
hearers, that the sum of human happiness outside 
scientific circles would not necessarily be reduced 
if for ten years every physical and chemical labora-
tory were closed and the patient and resource:f'Ul. eneriy 
displayed in them transferred to recovering the lost 
art of getting on together and tindin~ the formula fer 
making both ends meet in #Jle scale of human lite. Much, 
ot course, we should lose by this universal scientific 
holiday. We should possibly miss new terms ot oomtort 
and convenience, new means of making more money for the 
few at the cost of less work tor the many, and a right 
curiosity on many points wculd go unsatisfied for a time. 
But human happiness would not necessarily suffer." 
• 1. Bishop of Ripon, Landon Times, p. 15. 
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This address raised a great initial furor, which soon abated 
and was replaced by an increasing interest in the problem of 
the cultural lac of society behind science, with all i ts rami-
ficat i ons. The first public atomic explosions gave impetus 
to further soul searching, and to partisans of various differ-
ing views· on this matter. The debate is still go ing on, and 
the issue is a burning and crucial one. 
The Bishop's statement does not seem to be as extreme 
as some of his critics make it out to be; and examination ot 
it 1n its entire context, as re.produced here, gives thi s 
reader the impression that he was merely venturing an opinion 
not making a proposal. However, it had the beneficial result 
of starting scientists thinking, as is shown by the great 
number of articles in later years which almost invariablY 
refer to the Bishop's proposal. One of his critics, Millikan ,l 
the chemist, believes that the remedy is to " ••• reconstruct 
and extend our educational processes so as to make broader 
gauge and better educated scientists and humanists alike .n 
Even before the Bishop's famous statement scientists 
were conscious that they had further ;esponsibilities to 
society than they had been accustan.ed to. At the meeting ot 
the South-Western Di vision of the .American .Association for 
the Advancement of Science, at Santa Fe, Ne Mexico, April 13 , 
1927, a code of ethics was unanimously adopted. The following 
1. Millikan, R. A. Science and Modern Life, p. 151. 
portions! are relevant: 
"( 2) Exemplify in your ccnduet and work a courageous 
regard for the whole people, and not alene sane power-
ful and influential traction thereot w1 th which you cane 
in close personal contact. 
"(12) Take the public into your confidence; in the end 
the public pays the bills and has a right to know what 
is going on. 
"(13) Interest yourself in human concerns outside your 
specialty - politics, religion, economies - your obli~a­
tion to serve the community along these lines is directly 
proportional to your training and real ability." 
In later years scientific bodies showed increasing 
evidence of their responsibilities, and this trend has been 
especially marked in recent times. 
In September, 1949, ·the society for social Responsi-
bility in Science was formed. The purpose '· of the bcdy is 
" ••• to foster throughout the world a -functioning of co-
operative tradition of personal moral responsibility 
for the consequences for humanity of professional 
activity, with emphasis on constructive alternatives 
to militarism; ••• to embody in this tr~dition the 
principle that the individual must abstain fran 
destructive work and devote himself to constructive 
work, drawing the line between the two according to 
his own moral judgment; ••• to ascertain through 
open and free discussion the boundary between con-
structive and destructive work to serve as a guide 
for individual and group decisions and action • • • . n2 
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The emphasis in this body is upon individual moral jud&ments, 
whieh is the basis of ethics, and abstention fran destructive 
work. Thus it differs from the Federation of American Scientists, 
the American Association of Scientific Workers, and other similar 
&roups of scientists concerned with the social implications of 
1. south Western Division of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science, A Code ot Ethics Far Scientific Men, 
PP• 103-4. 
2. society tor Social Responsibility in Science, Gambier, Ohio, 
leaflet. 
scientific work . 
Raymond B. Fosdick , a layman, early realized fully 
the problems raised by the cultural lag behind science and 
attempted to inform the public of the dangers. He believed 
that the supreme question was " • 
keep up with his own machines?"1 
. . has man the capacity to 
"Now as never before we need cre at ive intelligence -
knowledge consciously applied to our problem ~ the 
same kind of fearless engineering in the social field 
that in the realm of physical science has pushed out 
so widely the boundaries of human understanding. Now 
as never before we must depend upon our universities 
for leadership. u2 
Also , 11 ••• the question that confronts our gener-
ation is whether or not our shifting physical environ-
ment has outrun our capacity for adaptati on •••• 
It is not the fact of change; it is the rate of change 
that constitutes the danger . n3 
In a more recent statement, in 1945, he says, 
"To ask the scientist to foresee the use - the good 
or evil of the use - to which his results may be put 
is doubtless beyond the ~alm. of the attainable. 
Almost any discovery can be used for either social 
or antisocial purposes." However, " I would not ab-
solve the scientists f'ram s cm.e measure of responsi-
bility , for they are men of superior training and 
insight and we are entitled to look to them for be1p 
and leadership - more help and leadership, I venture 
to add, than has thus far been given • • • • Never-
the less in the long run I do not believe that we 
shall be successful in making science the arbiter of' 
its own discoveries. Somehow or ~ther society itself 
must assume that responsibility." 
In the late 1920's Fosdick was far ahead of his con-
temporaries in his awareness of the dan ger .. The views and 
1. Fosdick, R. B., The Old Savage in the New Civilization, p . 15. 
2. Ibid, p. 31 · 
~: ~ic~: ~·B., A Layman Looks at Science, pp . 350-1 . 
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opinions expressed by scientists and laymen in succeeding years 
range from the extremesof no responsibility to complete control 
of science. Gideonsel believes that scientists have no special 
knowledge " ••• when the social or political implications ot 
science or technology are involved." 
Lenz2 believes that scientists are not able to predict 
the social effects ot their works and Viscount samue1, 3 that 
it is not the tault of the scientist that his discoveries are 
used for war. Brid~an,4 the noted Nobel Prize physicist, 
stated, in 1943, that the scientist has no responsibility 
since 
" • • • it is impossible for a physic 1st or anyone 
else limited by human fallibility to foresee all the 
consequences of a discovery, much less, to balance 
all the good consequences against all the bad conse-
quences. Responsibility does not exist when there is 
no mechanism by which the responsibility can be deter-
mined. Neither is there any mechanism by which the 
physic 1st can control such consequences of his dis-
coveries as he can foresee. It is society as a hole 
that is in a position to provide the mechanism ot 
control rather than the individual discoverer, so 
that it is therefore the responsibility of society 
to see that discoveries in pure science are properly 
exploited, not the responsibility of the discoverer." 
Brid~an, 5 writing in 1947, revised and stren.:thened 
his reasons sanewhat - in view of the atomic banb - but still 
1. Gideonse, H. D., Introduction, p. 7. 
2. Lenz, H., Foreword, pp. v-vii:'.• 
3. Viscount Samuel, Science and Civilization, pp. 250-7. 
4. Bridgman, P. w., Science, and Its Changin~ social Environment, 
pp. 148-9. 
5. Brid&man, P. w., Scientists and Social Responsibility, pp. 148-9. 
retained his convictions.. He believes that it is difticul t 
to have group responsibility. Also, extension of individual 
responsibility to include all the consequences that ma;y be 
initiated by the act of the individual is, absurd because of 
its impracticality, 
" ••• and in particular would make impossible 
that specialization and division of labor that is 
one of the foundation stones of our modern industrial 
civilization." 
Also, hel is not too certain 
" • • • that scientists are 1n same ~ecial way 
qualified to foresee the uses society will make of 
their discoveries, and to direct and control these 
uses." 
And, "Society can deal with the issues raised by 
scientific discoveries by other methods than by forcin~ 
the scientist to do something unconienial, samethin& 
for which he is often not fitted. The course of action 
that can accom.plish this seems to me the only self-
respecting one. The applications made of scientific 
discoveries are very seldom made by the scientists them-
selves, but are usually made by the industrialists. It 
is the manufacture and sale of the invention that should 
be controlled rather than the act of inventing •••• 
society can control the situation by other means already 
1n its possession." 
Cammenting2 on the Brid~ article were the following: 
H. c. Urey,3 chemist, believes that he is fundamentally 
correct; does not believe that society is trying to impose 
responsibility on the scientist, but that it is usually 
voluntarily accepted. 
1. Ibid., pp. 150-l. 
2. Comments on Brid~an Article, pp. 72•5. 
3. Ibid., pp. 72-3. 
J. J. Rabi,~ physicist and professor: The scientist's 
responsibility is the publication of his results to the 
scientific world with the exception of a higher responsibility 
to an industrial or military laboratory. 
H. Goldhamer, 2 Sociology professor: It is improper or 
undesirable that society should compel scientists since 
coercive responsibility is bad social policy. 
L. A. Dubridge,3 physicist and college president: The 
assumption of additional tasks as responsibilities is a per-
sonal matter, and the scientist is able to provide the 
community with the information on scientific and technological 
matters which affect con~unity welfare. 
E. Rabinowitch,4 professor of botany and editor of 
the Bulletin of the Atomic scientists: Everyone shares the 
responsibility and scientists should make the contributions 
outside science that they are qualified to. 
Thus, it is seen that the commentators are mainly in 
disagreement with Bridgman in insisting that the assumption 
of responsibility is by individual decision. 
Cohen5 emphasizes the neutrality of soienee. "Science 
acts simply as a most efficient servant." The scientist, "no 
more nor less than his neighbors is ••• responsible as a 
l. Ibid, p. 73. 
2. IO!d, pp. 73-4. 
3. IOI"d, p. 76. 
4. Ibid, p. 75. 
5. Cohen, I. B., Science, Servant of Man, PP• 288-9. 
oi tizen .. " 
Except for 
" • • • perhaps vrhen an aspect of science with 
which he is intimately familiar, and of ~hich the 
general public does not recognize the significance , 
is uncovered he has then the additional duty of 
informing the community about the dangers or benefits 
for them wh ich lie within that discovery." 
He also says that " • .. . it is absol utely impossible in 
general to predict today what use will be made of funda-
mental kno ledge tomorrow. ul 
Same tag the scientist with responsibility but do 
not specify just what they would have h~ do The editor2 
of the Christian Century adopts the view that everybody has 
responsibility for the uses to whi ch knowledge is put . Ho -
ever, since scientists are cl oser to the problem they have 
more responsibility thru1 those who kno~ less. And Carlson ,3 
a physiology professor , parallels this sanewhat in his view .. 
"In my judgment the individual ,citizen's responsi-
bility to society parallels that citizen's under-
standing of man and nature . If this is even apprax:-
imately correct the scientist ' s responsibility to 
society exceeds that of most of his fello citizens . " 
In contrast to these t v10 ,- Wigner4 assigns responsibility to 
the scientist as a scientist . "After the ar it soon beca.m 
apparent that t he scientist as a scientist will have to face 
l . Ibid , p . 294 . 
2 .. Editorial , Christian Century , p . 3?? . 
3. Carlson , A, J" ., The Scientists ' Responsibility , p . 495. 
4 . Wigner , E . P . , Foreword , p .. v . 
social responsibilities and human prob l ems to an increasing 
degree .. " 
The latter have been somewhat nebulous as to just what 
they would have the scientist do. The fo llo1ing recommend 
specific action which the scientist c an follow t o d ischarge 
his responsibility . Addicottl says, 
"The fallacy of a scientist being able to pre -
determine all the ultimate uses to whi ch the resul ts 
of his efforts might be put is self e Vident. In 
addition , it could be argued extensively and success-
fully that the good arising from the results of 
scientific effort has far exceeded the evil . But in 
a larger sense science is responsible for ne i ther . 
The principal concern of science is to add to our 
lmowledge.u 
However , he later states, 
"Scien tist has certain ob ligations hich, if met , 
dis charge his responsibilities to society. 
"1} • • • obligation to scientific method. 
"2} • • • an obligation to conscientiously instruct 
those who come under hi s tutelage. 
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"3} ••• an obligation to indicate clearly to society 
hat go od he believes might be achieved from his contri-
butions to knowledge." 
Also emphasizing informing society, Merriam2 says that 
the scientist is responsible for setting forth the o th or 
his discoveries . Also Blum, 3 
"It is the duty of the scientis t to translate , or 
have translated, the re ults of his research i n to 
terms that c~ be understood, and if need be, used 
by the layman . " 
d A:ppleton4 states that the scientist " • • • has the 
1. Addicott, F. T., The Obligations of a Scientist ; pp . 264-5. 
2. Merriam, J. c. , s ome Responsibilities of Science ~ ith 
Relat ion to Governn~nt , pp. 59?-601. 
3 . Blum, w., Science for Humanity's Sake , p. ?9. 
4 . APpl e ton, E. V. , Bart., Science, Government and Industrv, 
p . 30. . . ---
~portant dual mission, not only of uncovering nature, but 
also of interpreting it to his fello men . " 
Emphasizing applied science in which the consequences 
are usually foreseeable , Franck ,l a chemistry professor , says 
that the scientist has the r esponsibility of informing th 
pub+ic of the conse quences and implications of scientific 
applications .. lso , Dale,2 referring to atomic energy , states 
that 
"The many scientif ic workers who have taken a direct 
part in this great a chievement have a special right 
and duty to let the .orld know how , in light of their 
intimate and exper t knowl e dge , they view the premise 
and the threat which it offers to humanity . " 
M1chels3 sets the lo~er limit of the scientist's 
responsibility as making known to society the facts wh ich 
affect it , and the upper limit as cooperating in groups- not 
just scientific - which inc.lude a wide representation from 
other fields. A fe groups of scientists organized to carry 
out their responsibilities to society have already been men-
tioned. J ac obs4 says that the necessi ty of scientists to 
come together in organizations devoted to problems an the 
relationship of science to soc iety is being recognized by 
scientists ; and, "It i s the duty of every sincere mm of 
scienc to participate in t he work of such organizations 
1. Franck , J., The social Task of the Scientist , p . 70. 
2. Dal e , H., Bart., The Mission of Science , p . 679 .. 
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3 ~ h ichels , • c ., The Limits of the Sc ientist ' s Responsibility , 
pp .. 289 - 94 . 
4 . Jacobs, J. K., The Scientist and Military Research , pp . 75- 79 . 
and to strengthen them." Also each individual must decide 
for himsel f whether or not to work on government or military 
project s. 
Daniels and Hawkins mention the participation o~ 
scientists in groups ~ Hawkins , 1 says that the physical 
scientists of t he United states have acquired political 
self- consciousness individually and in organizati ons built 
for the purpose. Daniel~2 says that " .. • • the day of ir-
responsibility of the scientists for the resULt of his work 
has passed .. " Also, the atomic scientists when the ar was 
over took the following action: 
"First , they sought to inform the public about 
the true nature and significance of the bomb , and 
second, they undertook to make certain that a per-
manently responsible organization would be created 
to deal with the various problems of atanic energy 
and to safeguard the general welfare and defense." 
Bronk, and Sir a-. Stamp , would have scientists go even 
further . Bronk3 says that "Science itself is neither good nor 
evil ••• Science is a quest for knowledge and understanding , 
to be applied for human use as men desire ." .And, he continues , 
thus scientists feel increasing obligation to participate in 
decisions on its applications w Stamp4 says that " .... the 
pure scientist should tru~e an active interest in the social 
16 
1. Hawkins, D., Should the Scientist Take Part in Poli tics? pp . 44-6. 
2 .. Daniels , F., Science as a social Influence, pp . 161-2 . 
3 . Bronk , D. 1., Science and Humanity , p . ?7. 
4. stamp , J ., Bart ., The scientist and Society, p . 10. 
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consequences of his work and be fully represented on all govem-
ment institutions." 
A more e:x:tre.me view is voiced by Lucasse, l in which he 
seems to be rela&atin& science to the role of technol~. He 
says, 
"Unless the welfare and happiness of mankind is e·ver 
kept as the objective of science, it is bu.t a high class 
amusement for thos.e intellectua!ly capable of its pursuit 
and attended with untold dangers tor the masses." 
In his statement he implies that science as the pursuit of 
knowledge and understanding or nature is not valuable 1n it selt. 
In an emotional and sli&htly unreasoned attack on 
science and the scientific method, Sehneider,2 a sociologist, 
blames science tor many ot the ills or humanity. It is note-
worthy that his article appeared in November, 1945, and 
probably was written soon after the first atcmic explosions. 
Cherrington, 3 in disoussin& Schneider's article, says that he 
is VaiUe as to wham he charges with responsibility - under the 
label of scientist. Cherringtat himself believes that the 
scientist should keep the public infor.med - in understandable 
language - ot what he is doing, or should work directly ror 
the practical benefit of mankind. 
Gregory comes sanewhat close to Schneider's view and 
1. Lucasse, w. w., social Aspects ot Science, p. 133. 
2. Schneider, ;r,, The Social and Moral Implications or Science, 
PP• 353-8. 
3. Cherriniton, E., Science and Society, pp. 34:9-54. 
seems to be advocating that those who are responsible should 
shoulder the burden . 
"As science is responsible for the industrial 
developments and econanio changes which have caused 
violent disturbances 1n our social structure, and 
provided the means by which civilization may commit 
suicide , it has a right and a duty to occupy a 
position of authority in the government or control 
of the powers which it has created . ul 
Hil12 believes that the scientists' duty is 
" • • • to refuse to co-operate in tasks in Which 
they , or their representatives , are not allowed a 
reasonable share or partnership in the responsibility 
of deciding on the purpose, policy , or probable result 
of their work ," 
.And ]l yle3 carries this further. 
"Now that they L_scientist~ lmow the potency of the 
new materialized agencies and how their discoveries 
may be utilized , can they do otherwise than decline 
to be further associated with militarist preparations?" 
Many of the writers have been vague as to just hat 
the scientist ' s responsibility to society is. Tany l1o have 
had definite ideas of what this responsibility should be have 
stressed that of informing and educating the public. The 
following section is concerned with the opinions of the 
educators on these matters .. 
1~ Gregory , R. , Bart ., Science and Social Ethics , p . 576. 
·. 
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2 . Hill , Aw V., The Moral Responsibilities of Scientists , p. 3 . 
3 .. Rrle , J . .A . , Science and Ethics, p . 620 . 
2~ Educators' Opinions -
This brealcdo m tends to be some mat artificial since 
it is merely made on the basis that the following statements 
have appeare d in e ducation periodicals , with one exception . 
No attempt has been or will be ade i n this study to define 
"educator . tt However , some of these contributors probabl y 
are not educators and no doubt a great many that have ppeared 
in the previous se ction a • To shed a little more light 
the s·tuation a further bre kdo n has been made be t ee those 
riters ho are on the faculties of teachers colleges and 11 
others ( so far as they are known not to be} .. 
These latter e considered first v Hogbenl (the only 
lriter hose comment does not appear in an. education periodi-
cal ) believes that it is up to the " • • • educ tionist and 
not the scientific specialist .hether or not science ••• 
ill take its needful place in the instruction of the citizen 
and statesman lit .. • • The scientific specialist is too uch 
imbued with an attitude of social indifference • • • to take 
a.'l'l. active part • tt lso laying the responsibility at the door 
of education are Ross ~ Hut chins , and Morrison .. Ross 2 
' 
n • • • the age of science has brought to education new 
responsibilities and new opportunities . n Hutchins ,3 
1 . Hogben, L., Cultural and Social Values of Science , pp . 595-6 . 
2 . Ross , C. C., sane I mplications of Science for Educati cn. , 
p . 329 . 
3 . Hutchins, M. , The Atomic Bcmb Versus Civilization , p .. 41 . 
9 
r ecently Chancellor, University of Chicago, believes that 
c ivilization can be saved fran atomic warfare by a orld 
. community, and "Since the great aim is a world community, 
the task is education." Morrison, 1 a former professor and 
physicist who worked an the atomic bomb, says; 
"It is the purpose of this paper to urge t hat 
science teachers in. all fields attempt to under-
stand and to explain the issues hich the ban.b 
raises, both in their narrow sphere of technical 
and scientific education , and in the wider and 
still more pressing one of the social implications 
they contain~« 
Breakelman2 distributes the responsibility equally. 
" ••• scientists and scienc.e teachers have a 
special responsibility and a special opportunity 
to foster scientific thinking about the place and 
significance of science in the present and future 
world." 
Those representative of t e achers colleges sho a _gre at-
er diversity of opinion. Todd3 believes that education must 
be revolutionized .. Bruce4 believes that education is the 
ans er to the questions that the problems of scientific use 
raise. ~~e must have education to make science understandable; 
and science education that will humanize science , and empha-
size i t for its liberal, cultural interest - cultural inter-
pre tative interest .. Also, science education should produce a 
public better equipped to deal with the dangers that are raised 
by scientific specialization and by the misuse of science, and 
1. Morrison, P. , The Atomic Bcmb and the Teacher of Science , p. 9 .. 
2 .. Breakelman, J .. , The social Significance of science , p .. 13. 
3. Todd, L. E ., Atomic Energy and the C cming Revolution in 
Education, pp8 25?- 9. 
4. Bruce, G. V. , Humanized science , pp .. 120- 2. 
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to preserve the potential social benefits that will accrue fran 
scientific research. Craig1 says that the people must be 
educated to utilize the full resources or science, and nThe 
adjustment of society to the impacts of modern science must 
'become a major concern of classroom teachers." 
A view not necessarily representative of teachers 
colleies , but much more authoritative, is that of the ]arty-
Sixth Yearbook Committee.2 
"Most .A.merican scientists probably regard it as their 
main obligation to make substantial contributions to 
demonstrable knowledge within specialized fields. A 
secondary duty is to instruct and ~ide their science 
students. Usually, if they aecept it at all, they re"ard 
liihtly ar intermittently the duty to ally themselves 
with public affairs in which their scientific attainments 
and attitudes may help. The world-wide deve lopm:mts of 
the last decade make it imperative that scientists change 
this attitude of aloofness fran the essential affairs of 
the common citizen. Scientists may help to guide public 
thought, action and legislation. 
"The scientist may have a part in developing the on-
coming co-operation on social responsibilities. His 
absence will not prevent the movement but will deprive 
it ot his valuable help. He should not forget that he, 
too, is a citizen, expecting and claiming his privileges 
and benefits as a citizen. 
"Obviously, education and politics are the main agencies 
through which we can e.ngage effectively in social responsi-
bilities. 
"An uninfoxmed, unintelligent or irresponsible demo-
cratic control may be avoided through co-operation in 
scientific education.. No other course appears to be open 
to science and scientists." 
Gott3 also believes that the responsibility is t o-fold 
1. Crai~, G. s., The social. Role of Science, pp. 219-23. 
2. The Forty-Sixth Yearbook of the National Society for the study . 
of Education, Part I, Science Education in American Schools, 
pp. 16-17. 
3. Goff, A., The Atom and Civilization, pp. 457-9. 
and says that teachers should help to close the 
n .... social la~ of civilization behind science." 
.Also, "The solution of the social lag lies in scientific 
exploitation of inventions by acknowled~ed leaders ot 
science and engineerina;." 
Teller and Caldwell assign responsibility to scientists, 
but do not state their views on the role that education can 
play. Teller1 says, 11Scientists must take a more definite 
responsibility for directing the applications to be made 
o'f scientific knowledge than they have in the past. 
Scientists must increasingly recognize their social. 
responsi bili ties." 
And Cald'\tell, 2 nane of the heaviest obli~at ions on 
modern science requires that it sh.all or~anize an.d 
present many of its results so that these results may 
be seen and understood by intelligent but nan-scientific 
persons .. " 
It is noteworthy that the latter two, which are in the 
~oup representative of teachers colleges, do not mention 
education's part while the former group invariably do. 
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l. Teller, J. D., The Social Responsibility of a scientist, p. 3. 
2. Caldwell, o. w., Achievements and Obligations of Modern science, 
p. a. 
a·. Freedom. and Control o'f Science ·-
A study of the literature up to this point has shown no 
voice raised in favor of ou~tailing the treedan of science or 
controllin& science . .'or scientists. some of the defenders of 
science have tacitly assumed such proposals are widespread, 
and have f'orthwi th proceeded to the defense. Many of these 
make up the literature reviewed up to this point. 
This writer has only been able to find one proposal in 
favor of restricting science (or scie~tists). strana ly enough, 
t his is a joint article by a research engineer and a research 
chemist. Daniel and Squiresl maintain .that 
ttThe claim to complete freedom is merely the claim to 
treea:oin fran responsibility. Fre6a:'an in science shouia 
always be restricted in consideration of its ef'feets on 
people." 
They also say that most of the results ot pure science 
can not be foreseen, and 
1
'Real freedom means the freedan. to judge what is likely 
to be bad and what is likely not to be, and to make this judgment the basis for responsible choices ••• " 
Also, "There is little danger in the efforts of an 
individual scientist who freely follows the suggestions 
ot his imagination. The danger arises when groups of 
scientists are or,anized, either at universities or 
proving grounds, in a coordinated set of studies directed 
toward a specific end." 
And they further say that scientists should refuse to engage in 
any study the consequences of which are apt to be evil. 
1. Daniel and Squires, Freedom Demands Responsibility , p . 302. 
cammenting1 on this article, Ritch1e,2 a professor ot 
philosophy, a&rees and says, "To be free, a man must take 
responsibility for the whole of his actions and the whole of 
thei r consequences, so far as foreseeable." Lerner, 3 a 
professor of economics, says that 
"In a modern society everyone participates in all 
social action. No men are islands and cooperation is 
indivisible. .And the immediate effects of the dis-
coveries that eame out of research are never clear. " 
Replying to their ori tics in a later article, Daniel 
and Squires4 . say that 
"Men, not science, govern the lines along hieh science 
evolves a Complicated modern weapons are not discovered; 
these things are developed." 
And scientists have responsibili ty for matters which they can 
foresee . 
"Responsibility resides in individuals and in small, 
cohesive groups of indivi.duals - not in nations or in 
an entity tened •aocie.ty. "' 
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It is quite evident that Daniel and Squires are mainly 
referring to applied science - science in which the end re sulta 
are clear - when they talk of curbing scientific treedom . 
Probably most of the defenders of scientific treedan are re-
f erring to pure s cience - search tor the fundamental truths 
of nature. Bridpan5 certainly is. In a ringing affirmation 
1. Ca:nrri.ents en "Freedom Demands Responsi'bility,n pp. 304 .. 9. 
2. Ibid, p. 305. 
3. Ibid, p. 307. 
4. Daniel and Squires, Scientists' Responsibilities an the _, 
to Peace, And After, pp. 27-8. 
5. Brid~an, ~· ~·· Scientists and social Respons ibility, pp.l53-4. 
he de clare s , 
"The challenge to the understanding of nature is 
a challenge to the utmost capacity in us. In accept-
ing the challenge, man can dare to _ accept no handicaps. 
That is the- reason that scientific freedom is essential 
and that artificial limitations of tools or subject 
matter are unthinkable." -
Also, " ••• the most intelligent way of dealing 
ith the problems arising tran scientific discoveries 
is to create an appropriate society." 
Also, Polyani,l "Science exists only to that extent 
to which th-e aearch tor truth is not socially con-
trolled. .And ,. therein lies the pUrpose of scientific 
detachment." 
In a latter article he2 expresses his view of scientific freedom. 
"Freedom in science assi&ns to each mature professional 
scientist the task of conduotin~ research with the a~ 
of making the greatest possible contribution to science • 
• • • At no point in his research work is he subject to 
any specific instructions from any superior authority." 
Dodds3 says that science must be tree and societymust ex•~' 
control over the utilization of scientific discovery. 
Rob1nson4 clarifies the entire situation and advocates 
no outside control over science, but control over technology. 
"The pursuit of truth presupposes freedom ot the 
scientist to carry on investigative research. In order 
to be science. pure science must be free to attack any 
problem that presents. i tselt'. And any attempt to con-
dition pure science ethically wou.ld hamper that freedom, 
unless it ere a self-candi tioning in which scientists 
would impose ethical restrictions u~an themselves. 
consequently the principle or ethic conditioning of' 
science by government or the community is inapplicable 
1. Polyani, M., Cultural Significance of science, p. 119. 
2. -Polyani, M., The Foundations- of Freedom in Science, pp. 124:-5. 
3. Dodds, H. w., The New Responsibilities of Science, pp. 57-60. 
4. Robinson; D. S., An Ethical Goal ror the Atomic Age, pp. 351-2. 
to the pursuit of pure science because it wculd be 
unethical to impose restrictions •••• This means 
that the principle of the ethical conditioning of 
science must itself to restricted to technology. 
Pure knowledge per se harms no one. But the tech-
nological exploitation of scientific knowledge can 
be either beneficial or harmful depending upon how 
it is used." 
Continuing somewhat along this same course, Huxl.eyl 
advocates planning an the technological le~l. He says that 
specifically scientific action by men of science and tech-
nicians to decrease the yrobability of war 
" ••• can only be taken on the plane of applied 
science. Basic research is essential disinterested • 
• • • What is subsequently done with the resul.ts of 
disinterested research is something which the re-
searcher cannot foresee, and for which he is not 
responsible." Also, "Individually and through their 
professional or&anizations, scientists and technicians 
could do a great deal to direct that planning to~ard 
humane and reasonable ends." 
Compton2 voices an opinion on control which transcends 
all the proposals for or against control. It is simple and 
logical; and is seemingly quite obvious because of its simpli-
city. 
"One can control science, but the difficulty is that 
when one tries to exert these controls, the controls, 
althoU&h they are effective over the region over which 
one has power, are not effective elsewhere throuftlout 
the world. . ln om way or another society seems to be 
weakened by these controls. Sane other portion of 
society, without the controls., goes ahead the more 
rapidly in a different direction and the effect of the 
control ceases to exist so far as the world as a Whole 
is concerned." 
1. Huxley, A.; Science, Liberty~ Peace, pp. 67-8. 
2. Compton, A. H., social Controls of Science, pp. 42-57. 
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Thus if controls were applied in this country scientists 
would take refuge elsewhere, and science in that place would 
~o ahead the more rap idly. We would weaken our se 1 ves. moatly 
and thus weaken the whole world scmewhat also. Ccmpton also 
says that science is causing an increased need for education.. 
The only exception that could be taken is that this 
would be inapplicable, in the world, if' a "one orld" is ever 
achieved. (Some of the writers mentiomd have maintained that 
"One World" is the solution.} 
The attitude that science is only a tool or is neutral 
has been implied or otherwise indicated in many of the writings 
mentioned. The following emphasize this. Huxley1 states 
that 
" ••• science, like any other tool, cannot be 
regarded as inherently good or bad. Science is 
essentially an instrument of control, a tool, and 
you cannot ascribe moral values to a tool." 
Also Dewey, 2 "Science itself is an instrument 
which is indifferent to the external uses to which 
it is put." 
And Conklin, 3 "Science is organized knowledge, 
and knowledge in ~tself is neither good nor bad but 
only true or false. That which g1 ves social and 
moral value to science is the purpose for which men 
use it." 
Bragg, 4 the Nobel Prize physicist, echoes this view 
and also indicates what the responsibility is. "The right use ot 
l. Huxley, J .. , Science and Its Relation to Social Needs, p. 197. 
2. Dewey, J., Philosophy and Civilization, p. 32.0. 
3. Conklin, E. G., Science and Ethics, p. 599. 
4. Brag~, Sir w., Faults of Science Application Lie in Lack ot 
Morality, p. 282. 
science is a matt er of morality and religion: science itself 
is knowledp· only." 
one of the keystones of this study - toward whic h this 
re view of the literature has been pointing, and which has been 
indicated by Bragg (in the previous para.&ra.ph) - is the moral 
issue. All editorial1 i n -. a t ure magazine states that it is 
t he duty or scientists to furnish ethical guidance to the 
public on moral standards and values deali~ with the develop-
ment of science. .Am.ong these values are disinterested love of 
trut h and toleration of new opinions. Bernard2 -differs sam -
what but still agrees in this respect. 
"Whatever evil use it may be put to, science is, 
within itself, the most profoundly moral of all insti-
tutions.n 
However, ttThe virtues which have made scientists so 
successful in the calm of the laboratory have made 
them unsuccessful in the social maelstrom outside. 
As scientists they may make no value judg~.nents • • • 
For the present, however, we cannot look to scientists 
for • • • leadership." 
J4a~l'1n~, .~ ;'j however, believes that we can look to scientists for 
lea de rsh ip. 
''Science ba:wiiia ... : lllade the modern world, with all its 
strength and its weaknesses, let men of science inspire 
a social will into the whole community, to use this 
master fustrumentfor its highest end' the salvation 
and elevation of the humanity to which it belongs." 
l. Edt torial, Nat ure, pp. 30. 
2. Bernard , ;{~, Soc,al Salvation Through Science, pp. 47-8 . 
3. Marvini F.s., The ~ocial Influence of science, P• 211. 
4. Conclusions -
The opinion reviewed in this section has ranged from 
one extreme of no responsibility to the other of complete 
responsibility and control of science and scientists. This 
writer realizes that the gradual progression between these 
two poles and the main ideas contained in this progression 
may be obscured by the great quantity of opinion revie ed . 
A morass of claims and counterclaims, most of which 
have elements of validity, has been presented . In spite of 
these the idea that the social responsibility of each sci-
entist is determined by the individual decision of that 
scientist stands foremost. Other main ideas are that the 
scientist has the responsibility of informing the public, 
that the responsibility is up to education, that the con-
sequences of scientific discoveries are not foreseeable, 
and that controls - if any - should be applied on the 
technological plane. 
.j 
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B. Attitudes -
Allport,l whose definition of attitude has previously 
been stated, says that the essential feature of an attitude 
is a preparation or readiness tor response, and 
"Attitudes determine tor each individual what he ill 
see and hear, what he will think, and wha! he will do." 
R garding the formation of attitudes he says that 
n • • • it may be said that attitudes do not, as the 
simple principle of integration would imply, grow only 
through the orderly accretion and arrangement of experi-
ence. They are often merely rough ... and-ready mental 
sets through which diverse experiences are channelized. 
They are so saving of time and men tal effort that they 
often persist throughout lite in the way in which they 
ere fixed in childhood or in youth. An attitude is 
retained so lang as it satisfies the individual, but 
is likely to be modified under the provocation ot 
serious affective disorganization." 
Concerning types of attitudes he3 says that both public and 
private attitudes may be sincerely held by the individual. 
"It is by no means certain that the inner private 
attitude is any more fundamental or significant than 
the outer, or public, attitude." 
Also "Common attitudes may be defined as those 
attitudes which are essentially uniform owing to the 
operation of similar environmental and cul.tural con-
ditions upon similarly constituted bein~s. Physical 
envirOIJ.IDent, culture, and instinct cooperate in the 
production of camm.m attitudes." 
Thurstone4 describes a method of measuring a~titudes 
by a scale. This scale should be constructed so that adjacent 
opinions - separated by a unit distance - differ the same in 
1. Allport, G. w., Attitudes, pp. 798-810. 
2. Ibid , p • . 814 • 
3. YOia, pp. 824-7. 
4. TEUrstane, L. L., Attitudes Can Be Measured, pp. 529-43, 
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the "attitude variable." The te:tm attitude variable is 
explained by taking the issue of prohibition as an example. 
Attitude variable is 
" .... the degree of restriction that should be 
imposed on individual liberty in the consumption ot 
alcohol. This degree ot restriction can be thought 
of as a continuum ranging fran com.plete and absolute 
free dan. or license to e qu.ally complete and absolute 
restriction, and it would of course include neutral 
and inditferent attitudes." 
Also, rtThe measurement of attitudes expressed by a 
man's opinions does not necessarily mean the pre-
diction of what he will do • • • We shall assume that 
an attitude scale is used only in those situations in 
which one may reason ably expect people to tell the 
truth about their convictions or opinions." 
A person's attitude - as determined by the scale - is 
the average or mean of the range of opinions he chooses. Three 
characteristics of a person can be determined: 
1. The mean position that he occupies on the scale. 
2. The range of opinions that he is willing to accept.. z. '11hat 
one opinion which he selects as the one· which most nearly 
represents his ow.n attitude an the issue at stake. Also, the 
following characteristics of a group, or several different 
groups, can be determined: 1. The relative popularity of each 
attitude of the scale for a designated grcup as shown by the 
frequency distribution tor that group. 2. The degree of hamo-
a:;eneity or heterogeneity in the attitudes or a designated 
group - shown by spread or dispersion of its fre queney distri-
bution. 
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The final scale is a series of statements of opinion, 
each of which is allocated to a particular point on the base 
line. 
liThe interpretation of the base-line distances is that 
the apparent difference between any two opinions will be 
equal to the apparent difference between any other two 
opinions which are spaced equally far apart on the scale." 
The . opinions are presented to the subjects arranged in randc:m 
order on a form. one procedure is to have each subject indorse 
all the statements with which he agrees. Also, 
" • • • the frequency diagram is descriptive of the 
distribution of attitude in the whole group, and at each 
point on the base line we want an ordinate to represent 
the relative popularity of that attitude. 
The first step in construotin~ a scale is the selection 
of opinions. The following criteria for this selection are 
frm~ three sources: 
Thurstone and Chavel: 
1. Opinion should reflect the present attitude of t he 
subject. Word in the present tense. 
2. Avoid statements which are only applicable to a 
restricted group. 
3. Opinions should be sueh that it is not possible for 
subjects from both ends of the scale to indorse it. 
4. statements should be fre.e fr.om related and confusing 
concept s . 
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1. 'I'hurstone, L . L. and Chave, E. J"., The 111 easuremen t of Attitude, 
pp. 56-8. 
5. Avoid slang except where it serves the purpose or 
describing the attitude more briefly. 
Murphy and Likertl: 
1. All statements should be expressions of desired 
behavior and not statements of fact. Response to a statement 
of fact is not a (good) indication of attitude. Desired 
behavior measures present attitudes, and stating in this form 
involves use of the term "should." 
2 . State each proposition in clear, concise, straight-
forward statements. This should include no double negatives , 
one idea at a time, very simply stated, and avoidance of every 
kind of ambiguity. 
3. It is desirable to word each statement so that the 
model reaction to it is approximately in the middle of the 
possible responses . 
Thurstone2 : 
1. The whole range must be fairly well covered. 
2. Statements should be as brief as possible . 
3 . Avoid double-barrelled statements since they tend to 
have a high ambiguity . 
3 3 
4. Statements should be such that the reader can indorse 
or reject them . 
1. Murphy G. and Likert, R. , Public Opinion and the Individual , 
p . 263 .. 
2. Thurstone , £P-· cit., pp . 543-45. 
\ 
5. Every statement should be such that acceptance or 
rejection of the statement does indicate something regarding 
the reader's attitude about tbe issue in question. 
6. Be certain that at least a fair majority of the 
statements really belong an the attitude variable that is to 
be measured. 
The next step, according to Thurstone, 1 is to have the 
statements mimeographed on small cards , one statement on each 
card. Two or three hundred subjects are ask~d to arrange the 
statements in eleven piles ranging from. opinions most strongly 
affirmative to those most strongly negative. 
"The task is esaentially to sort out the cards into 
eleven piles so that they seam to be fairly evenly spaced 
or graded. Only the two e~ and the middle pile are 
labelled. The middle pile is indicated for neutral 
opinions. The reader must decide tor each statement 
which of five subjective degre.es of affirmation or five 
subjective de~es of negation is implied in the state-
ment or whether it is a neutral opinion." 
3 
Allport and Hartman, 2 describe a different method for 
standardiztn& the scale. In their study the opinions were 
arranged independently by six judges in order of their logical 
position on a scale ran~ing tram one extreme to the opposite. 
The average rank assigned to each statement was taken as its 
final rank in the canpleted seale. Thurstone and. Chave3 say 
that one is justified in eliminating those who sorted carelessly 
1. Ibid, pp. 545-6. 
2. IIIPort, F. H. and Hartman, D. A., The Measurement and 
Motivation of Atypical Opinion in a Certain Group, pp. 735-60. 
3. Th'uratone and Chave, ~· .ill.•, p. 32, 
ar misunderstood instructions. Also, 1 that the validity or 
universality of the scale may be challenged to the extent 
the scale eonatruction is affected by the opinions of the 
sorters. 
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Concerning the measurement of attitudes, Allpart2 says 
that i t is misleading to assign equally progressing arithmetical 
units to unequal attitudinal differences. He criticizes scaling 
methods in that he believes that attitudes are not necessarily 
arranged naturally upm a single continuum.; they are often 
discrete and highly individual. And he questions whether scale 
values for statements derived fran one population of judges is 
applicable to another population of subjects. Also, he believes 
that they possess the following inherent limitations: 
1. Only commm attitudes can be measured and " • • • 
there are relatively few attitudes that are common enough to be 
pro:f'itably scaled." Attitude scales are only rough approxima-
tions of the way attitudes actually exist in the mental life of 
individuals. 
2. "Each per sen possesses many ecn tradictory attitudes, 
and for this reascn his mental set at the moment of submitting 
to a scale may tell only a part of the story." 
3 . "Rationali•ation and deception inevitably occur, 
especially when. the attitudes studied pertain to the moral l ite 
or social status of the subject." 
1. Ibid, p. 58. 
2. AI!Port, ~· £!1•, pp. 827-32. 
Furthermore, hel states that it is not possible to 
classify attitudes " ••• because it assumes a eompleje 
independence of attitudes," and " • • • because it assumes 
that human beings are directly comparable with one another 
respecting the formal arrangement and content of their 
attitudes." 
Also, Allport2 states that 
"Attitudes are never directly observed, but, unless 
they are admitted, through inference, as real and sub-
stantial ingredients in human nature, it becomes 
impossible to account satisfactorily either for the 
consistency of any individual's behavior, or for the 
stability ot any society." 
1. Ibid, p. 836. 
2. Ibid, p. 839. 
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Chapter III - Procedures 
The method chosen to determine the teachers' attitudes 
was a scale following Thurstone's method with modifications. 
First the literature read was culled for all possible opinions . 
These were written out on 3 x 5 slips of paper and sorted out 
by this writer an a continuum of eleven units rang:j.ng from 
extreme lack of responsibility of scientists to extreme re-
sponsibility. Dupl ications were eliminated saving the best 
statement or v~iting a new one on the basis of the duplication ~ 
The statements were rewritten an 3 :x: 5 cards following the 
criteria for ~riting statement s listed by Thurstonel; Thurstone 
and Ohave , 2 and Murphy and L1kert3 - listed 1n Oh~ter II . 
Additional statements were written t o fill blanks in the con-
tinuum. The cards were re-sorted and coded on their backs 
according to their positions . These cards were to be sorted 
along the continuum by at least six persons4 independently -
according to Allport and Hartman ' s method5 for standardizing 
the scale (mentioned in Chapter II) . After one successful 
attempt it was realized that eleven divisions were too diffi-
cult and unmanageabl e and the can tinuum Vias telescoped to 
seven units - ane neutral and three on either side . 
1. Thurstonej L . L ., Attitudes Can Be Measured, pp . 543- 45. 
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2 . Thurstone , L .. L . and Chave , E . J. , The Measurement of Attitude , 
PP . 56- 8 . 
3 . Murphy , G. and Likert , R . , Public Opinion and the Individual , 
p. 263 . 
4 . See pp . 45- 6 . 
5. see p . 34 .. 
The statements were again sorted by this wri te·r ' and 
examined carefully. some were d~acarded and others re-written 
to conform more closely to the criteria. Forty-one statements 
were retained. It was tel t that any unsuitable statements 
# 
t. 
which remained would be eliminated in the standardizing process. 1 
.All inquiry form {see appendix) was prepared containing 
the following: 
Background information in Part I: Approximate age; 
married or single; educational background -type of training, 
and type of schools and length of time attended; length of 
teaching experience; science courses taught; whether wanted 
results of the survey or not; and mailing address if did. 
The directions an Part II of the for.m are to place a 
check beside those statements agreed with, a cross beside 
those disagreed with, and to leave blank those neutral or 
undecided about. This part contains, in section A, the 
forty-one attitude statements on the social responsibility 
of scientists that were on the continuum, arranged in random 
order. Section B contains eleven statements on education -
both opinion and facts - many of which were written by th·ia 
writer. Section C contains eight statements of fact an the 
scientist's responsibility, partly obtained tram the discards 
from section A, and partly written by this writer. section D 
contains one statement giving the subject an opportunity to 
1. See pp . 44-47. Espe ci all y p . 4?. 
indicate whom he thinks the decision an the responsibility 
of the scientist to society is up to. Part III contains a 
lar"e blank for comments or further opinions. All adequate 
numb:at- of forms ·wasc-· duplicated 'by the "ditto" process. 
some of the pages came out rather badly - especiallythose 
containing sections B and C of Part II - but it was decided 
that they were acceptable since the main portion of the form -
section A - was only very slightly affected. Further action 
was taken on this later on and will be described in its appro-
priate sequence. 
A list of Massachusetts teachers was unobtainable and 
the next best thing was the list of Public High Schools, 
iiving principals• names, in the 1951, number 1, Educ ational 
Directory issued by the Massachusetts Departmen.t of Education. 
This was used as the source of contacts. 
At least thirty responses were desired. Therefore it 
was decided to contact sixty teachers since it was believed 
that at least 50 percent would respond. The list contains a 
total ot 256 schools. Sixty will divide into 256 tour times 
wi tll a remainder of sixteen.. Sixteen small tabs of cardboard -
closely identical except tor numbering of one to sixteen -
were prepared. These were thoroughly shaken up and a number 
tour was drawn. Thus, starting at the beginning of the list 
every fourth school was chosen. Thus this selection was 
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entirely random since each school had an equally good chance 
of being chosen. 
The following letter was individually typed ("merely" 
in the last paragraph was added after the first tew were 
sent out)' 
11 vesta Road 
Dorchester 24, Mass. (date of day typed) 
Dear Mr. (Principal's surname): 
Your school has been chosen, as one of a 
sampling of the high schools of Massachusetts, to 
participate in a survey of the attitudes of sec cnda.ry-
school scienc·e teachers on the respansibili ty of 
scientists 'to society. The purpose of this letter 
is to set up a short correspondence with one of your 
science teachers which will eventuate in a completed 
inquiry form being returned to me. All exchange of 
two letters is planned. · 
Please choose the science teacher by a random 
method -- such as drawing one name out of a bowl which 
has all your science teachers' names in it. Perhaps 
you could have the head of your science department 
do this. 
After the choice is made, turn this letter 
over to the teacher chosen. Please ask him to write 
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me, or merely return the enclosed card with his name 
and address. Evidence of greater interest will be 
war.mly welcaned. 
Very truly yours , 
~"k: F~ 
p. s. s an.e or the issues the inquiry form takes up 
are: 
Obli~ation of scientists to participate in 
decisions on the application of science. 
Direct responsibility tor the uaes to which 
their sci en titic discoveries are put. 
Complete lack or responsibility tor scientific 
creations no matter how destructive.~ 
This was siped and sent out to the principals with 
a postcard addressed to this writer and the tollowini s~ed 
form letter: 
Boston University 
School ot Education 
332 Bay State Road 
Boston 15, Massachusetts 
To an associate in education: 
The canmunication enclosed is important 1n 
the furtherance or a research problem in public 
education. 
Your cooperation is souibt and will be appre-
ciated. 
Sincerely yours , 
John G. Read 
Associate Professor ot 
Science Education 
4:1 
Those teachers .wli.o· answered were sent a copy of 
t he inquiry form, and a return addressed and stamped envelope. 
After a few copies were sent out, and a critioism obtained 
regarding the appearance of the form., it was decided to remedy 
the appearance of those pages on which the duplication was 
f'uzzy. The fuzzy portions were gone over with ink to make 
them clearer and "Please excuse the appearance of sane or 
these pages" was written on the first page at the top. This 
whole situation was unfortunate but not too detrimental, 
since the main part of the form, Part II, Section A, was 
not affected. 
The following postcard was later sent as a follow-up 
to those schools not answering the initial contact: 
May 22, 1\151 
Dear Sir: 
A few weeks ago I sent you a letter asking you to 
choose one of your science teachers to take part 1n a 
"survey of the attitudes of secondary sehool so ience 
teachers on the responsibility of scientists to 
society." 
The teacher that you chose has not returned the 
postcard I enclosed. This card is to ask you to 
remind him to. 
· I believe that this study is important in 
itself besides being very important to me. 
Therefore I would appreciate your help. 
vary sincerely yours, 
~ ~-:4:.~~ 
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One additional postcard was sent personally to one 
teacher who received the inquiry form but didn't return it. 
(It was never returned. ) 
one inquiry form was sent directly to a science teacher 
in one of the schools chosen since this writer was acquainted 
with all the members of the science department and chose one 
teacher's name by a random method himself e In addition fifty-
nine princ i pals were written to. 
Meanwhile the standardizing of the forty-one attitude 
statements , on the social responsibility of scientists was 
carried out . The sortersl were contacted individually and 
performed the sorting i ndividually , under the attention of 
this writer to make certain that the instructions ere under-
stood . 
First , three 3 x 5 slips were placed in front of the 
sorter . That an his left contained thi.s designation: "No 
Responsibility of' Scientists to Society . " The. middle one 
contained the single word "Neutral , " and the one an his right , 
"Responsibility of Scientists to society ." Then he as handed 
the following directions: 
Directions - I -This is just a reading test. 
1. The purpose of this sorting is to have the cards 
arranged in three piles ac cording to the designation on 
the three slips . 
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2. Your personal likes or dislikes do not enter here . 
~at is wanted is your judgement -- as objective as possible -
1 . See pp . 45-6 ~ 
.. 
on the order in which the statements on these cards 
should be rankedw 
3. Read the statement on the card and then place 
it an the pile to which it seems to belong. Remember, 
personal likes and dislikes do not enter. Merel. y your 
objective judgement on the position the cards should 
occupy because of the statements on them is wanted. In 
other words, arrange each card according to the meaning 
of the statement on .that card. 
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These were supplemented by oral explanation if the sorter 
required it. Atter the cards were sorted seven slips numbered 
from 1 to 7 were placed in front of the sorter arranged with 
number 1 on the sorter's left and 7 on his r ight with the 
others falling in between according to their proper position. 
Number 1 contained the designation, "Extreme Lack of Responsi-
bility of Scientists to Sooiety.n; number 4, "Neutral," an d 
number 7 "Extrene Responsibility of Scientists to society.n 
The sorter was then handed the following directions: 
Directions-!! 
1. The procedure is still the same except that you 
now have seven slips in front of you instead of 3. They 
range from #1, extreme lack of responsibility throu~ 
lessening dearees of lack of responsibility to #4, which 
is neutral . From. neutral they range in increasing 
degrees of responsibility to extreme responsibility. 
2. On #1 you place those st atements which you 
think express extreme lack of responsibility of sci-
entists to society . On tf-2 yau. :place those which are 
less extreme and on #3 those which are even lesser 
extreme but not quite neut r al . On #4 you place the 
statements that you think are neutral. On #5 you place 
those statements that express some responsibilit y of 
scientists to society; on #6 those that express more 
and on #7 those are extreme . 
e . g .. In your opinion those on #6 should be ranked 
between #5 and #7 . 
3 . Go through the piles as many times as you like 
to make sure you have made your best judgements . 
Each sorting took a minimum of three quarters of an 
hour. Those which were done carelessly or following misunder-
stood instructions were eliminated . The criterion for this 
was a too great general variance from the coded positions on 
the cards . few were eliminated , and there was no doubt of 
the correctness of this action in all these cases . The a1x 
sortings retained ere done by two science , cne engineering , 
and one mathematics major, or graduates interested in being 
teachers . One was done by a science graduate ho will do 
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graduate work in science next year , and one by a non-college 
person who is seemingly quite intelligent and fairly ell in-
formed on the issues of the day. Thus a good cross section 
of sorters was obtained . 
The sortings ~ere tabulated and each state:rrent•s 
position on the scale as averaged. 
the elimination of poor statements 
The criterion used for 
as the following : If a 
statement had two or more chosen positions which deviated 
from the usual common range of three adjacent chosen posi -
tions it was eliminated, with one obvious exception which 
was retained and will be discussed later . If a statement 
had one position which deviated in this manner the position 
as discarded and the statement averaged on the basis of five 
positions . This was believed justifiable due to sorting errors 
and often did not make any difference in the final average . 
The average used in order of preference were the mode , 
the median , and the mean; the latter two and one used when 
the preceding average or averages was or were not suitable .. 
These were used flexibly often t wo together, to arrive at the 
best average . The average was found to the nearest whole num-
ber since it was felt to be unjustifiable to do other ise. 
Three statements were eliminated leaving thirty-eight. 
The following table sho s the distribution of these. 
TABLE I 
Distribution o~ 38 Statements on Attitude Continuum. 
Position 
Number ot 
Statements 
% ot 38 
1 
1 
2 
4 
3 
2 . 
2.63 10.5 5.37 
4 
2 
5 
9 
6 
14 
7 
6 
5.37 23.6 36.8 15.8 
It is seen that most of the opinions are positive state-
ments of responsibility. The siinifioance of this table will 
be referred to later an. 
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Chapter IV - Results 
Of the fifty-nine letters sent to principals 20 or 33.9% 
were answered. One of the replies fr~ a high school of camnerce 
said that they were not interested (probably haft· no so ience 
teachers), and another said that the teachers were too busy 
at that tiJDe or year to answer. 
Of the eighteen favorable plus one inquiry tarm sent 
directly - which was not returned - the response was sixteen 
or 26.7% of the original sixty. One form was grossly incomplete , 
and thus the remainder of the study is based on fifteen teachers 
or 25 .0 % of the original sixty. One teacher only crossed 
certain of the statements. It was assumed that the blanks 
meant agreement in view of other indications an the :rorm. This 
assumption was later borne out. 
TABIE II 
Response to Forty- One Attitude Statements . section A. 
State- Scale Agreed Disagreed Neutral 
or ment posi-
number 1 tion # , % 1 % !undecided j # I % 
1 5 13 86.6 1 6 . 7 
2. 7 2 13 . 3' 11 73.4 
3 2 0 0 12 80 .o 
4 6 15 100 0 0 
5 6 7 46 . 6 6 40.0 
6 5 10 66 . 7 5 33 . 3 
7 3 3 20 .. 0 10 66 .. 7 
8 2 13 86 .. 6 1 6 .. 7 
9 7 14 93 . 3 1 
1 1 6 . 7 
I 
I 
2 13 . 3 
3 20 . 0 
0 ' 0 
2 13 . 3 
0 0 
2 t l3 . 3 
1 6.7 
0 0 
statement 
society should exert control 
over the utilization of s ci-
entific discovery and not 
over science .. 
Scientists should be respon-
sible for the evil conse-
quences Which are a result 
of some scientific discovery. 
Scientists should makE no 
judgments outside or science 
since these judgments have 
no value there . 
The welfare and happiness 
of mankind should be kept 
a s the objective of s c i -
entific work . 
Scientists should agree to 
outlaw such activities as 
inc rease the danger or de-
l structiveness of war .. 
1 The sci entist should be re -
sponsible for setting forth 
, the worth of h is discoveries 
to humanity .. 
I Scientists should have no 
1 special respcnsibili ty for 
determining the application 
I of technology to human af-
fairs . · 
The scientist should usually 
, not be held responsible for 
; the uses to which his dis-
coveries are put since usu-
ally any discovery can be 
used for social or anti -
social purposes . 
Scientists should work 
· directly for the practical 
1 
benefit of' man kin d . 
State- Scale Agreed 
ment post-
number tion # j % 
TABLE II (con . ) 
Disagreed Neutral 
or 
I % Undecided 
# % 
50 
Statement 
10 5 12 so .c 3 20.0 0 0 Scientists should be respon-
sible for furnishing ethical 
guidance to the public on 
moral standards and values 
dealing Tiith the development 
of science. 
2 ll .;,: imin eJed 166. I 
I ' 10 I 
12 I 3 1 6 .. 'i 13 
13 1 5 11 73.4 2 
I 
14 5 9 60.0 1 
15 4 14 93.,2 0 
16 7 8 53 .. ~ 3 
17 5 I 6 40 .c 6 
18 1 14 93 . 3 l 
13.3 3 
86.6 1 
13.3 
6.7 5 
0 1 
20.0 4 
40 .. 0 3 
6.7 0 
20.0 Scientists should have com-
plete freedom since the lack 
of it is detrir~ntal to sci-
entific progress. 
6.7 Scientists should not take 
part in government because 
they are not more competent 
and probably less so in 
government wark than those 
in government no • 
13.3 Scientists should have the 
responsibility of instruct-
ing communi ties and govern-
ments whenever pol1 ~1es 
touching the public welfare 
are in quest ion. 
33.3 The scientist should be fully 
represented an all government 
institutions • 
6 .. 7 Scientists Should have free -
dom to follow tbeir curiosity 
since the most important dis• 
coveries have resulted from 
the intellectual adventures 
of individual scientists-
26.6 Since a scientist has free-
dom to pursue his discoveries 
he should take responsibility 
for the whole of his act ions 
and consequences so far as 
for seeable. 
20 .0 The scientist should have · 
greater responsibility to 
society than most of his 
fellow citizens since the 
scientist has a greater under-
standing of man and nature. 
0 The scientist should not be 
held responsible for the . uses 
to which his discoveries are 
put since almost any discovery 
can be used for either social 
or anti-social purposes . 
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TABLE II (con .. ) 
--
State- Scale Agreed Disagreed Neutral 
ment posi- or 
number tion # % # I % Undecided 
19 Ell.i.min a ted 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
' 11 73.4 
7 
5 
5 
4 
6 
6 
4 26.e 
13 86.6 
14 93.3 
6 40.0 
11 73.4 
14 93.3 
15 100 
0 0 
3 20.0 
6 40.0 
1 6.7 
0 0 
3 20.0 
2 13.3 
1 6.7 
0 0 
# % 
4 26 .. 6 
2 15 .. 3 
5 . 33 . 3 
1 6 . 7 
1 6.7 
6 40.0 
2 13.3 
0 0 
0 0 
statement 
The responsibilit y of the 
scientist should be to the 
integrity and viaor of his 
science .. 
society should be complete 
ly responsible for the 
proper utilization of the 
practical applications or 
science .. 
It should be the responsi-
bility of science to see 
that scientific discoveries 
are properly exploited 
since society as a whole is 
in no posi tian to provide 
the mechanism of control. 
Scientists should keep the 
people i_nforme d on t he re-
sults of scientific work, 
and in such a manner that 
these results can be under 
stood. 
Scientists organized in 
groups should inform human 
ity or the consequences 
and implications their dis 
coveries have on humanity. 
Scientists should e xploit 
their own discoveries. 
Scientists should have great-
er responsibility for deter-
mining the uses to which 
their discoveries are put 
since they know more about 
their discoveries. 
Scientists should give help 
and leadership in the solu 
tion of problems due to 
scientific applications. 
Scientists should came to-
gether in organizations 
devoted to problems on the 
relationship of science to 
society! 
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TABLE II (can .. ) 
state- scale Agreed Disagr ed Neutral Statement 
ment posi- or 
number tion # % # % Undecid~d 
# '1:; 
28 5 . 12 80 .c 2 13 .. 3 
29 2 15 lOC 0 0 
30 6 11 73.4 3 20.0 
31 7 13 86 .6 0 0 
32 6 15 100 0 0 
33 6 13 86 .6 1 6 .7 
1 6.7 Scientists shou1d not be 
held responsible for the 
uses to which their dis 
coveries are put since 
society can deal with 
the issues raised in 
some other way . 
0 0 Scientists should have 
the responsibility or 
making known to society 
the scientific and 
technical facts which 
affect the welfare of 
society. 
1 6.7 Scientists who are in 
a position to know the 
consequences and impli-
cations of a great new 
discovery should have 
a special right and 
dut y to inform the 
world of these conse-
quences and implications. 
8 13.3 Scientists should take 
part i n political coun-
cils to render the ser-
vice that they are 
uniquely qualified to 
render . 
0 0 Scientists should com-
bine with other people 
as citizens to solve 
the social problems 
brought about by sci-
entific discoveries .. 
1 6 .7 Scientists should or-
ganize and present the 
results of scientific 
uor k so that they can 
1be seen and understood 
by intelligent but non-
scientific persons. 
TABIE II ( c an • ) 
state- scale Agreed Disagreed ~Neutral 
ment posi- or 
number tion #I % # I % ndecided 
# % 
34 6 7 46 .E 6 40 .( 2 13 .. 3 
35 6 14 93.~ 1 6 .. ~ 0 0 
I 
36 6 15 100 0 0 0 0 
37 6 3 20 .( 6 40 . C 6 40 .. 0 
' 
38 
I 
2 6 40 . c 7 46 .. E 2 13.3 
! 
39 6 5 33 . ~ 6 40 ~C 4 26 wO 
40 7 15 lOC 0 0 0 0 
I 
41 6 14 93.3 0 0 1 6. 7 
statement 
The scientist should kee p 
the public informed in 
understandable language 
of what he is doing. 
Scientists should have an 
obligation to participat e 
in decisions on the ~ppl i-
cation of science since 
science s hould be applie d 
for human use • 
The scientist as a citiz en 
should take a lively c.on 
cern in ' the way his dis-
coveries are used. 
The scientist should be 
responsible for the uses 
to which his discoveries 
are put only in those 
special cases where it 
is obvious that the u s es 
will be evil. 
Th e scientist should 
have no special respon -
sibility for the conse-
quences of his discover-
ies, since in a modern 
s..;e cialized society 
everyone participates in 
all social action . 
Scientists should refuse 
to engage in any study 
the consequences of whic 
are apt to be evil . 
The scientist should tak 
an active interest in th 
social consequen c e s of 
his work. 
After informing socie ty 
of the i mplicaticn_s·of 
their discoveries s ci-
h 
e 
e 
entists s houl d particip ate 
with the c ammuni t y in 
making decisions on t he 
use of these discoveries 
Response to El eve Education statements . section B. 
State- Agreed Disagreed 
ment 
number 
42 
43 
44 
45 
4 6 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
% ~ I 
14 93 . ~ 0 0 
12 80 .c 1 6 . 7 
15 10( 
6 40 . ( 
I 
14 93 .. ~ 
13 6 . E 
15 lOC 
13 86 .. E 
13 86 . t 
12 so .. c 
0 0 
2 13 . 3 
6 40.0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
Neutral. 
or 
Unde cided 
# % 
staterrent 
l 6 .. 7 Education should help in closing 
the social lag of civilizat ion 
behind science. 
2 13 . 3 Education should emphasize sci-
ence for its liberal cultural 
interest to help produce a pub-
lic better equipped to deal 
with problems t hat science 
raises .. 
0 0 Education has new responsibili-
ties m~d opportunities because 
of modern science. 
1 6 .7 j Science teachers should explain 
1 the issues which so ien ce raises 
both in its. t echnical and sci -
entific sphere and also i n t he 
sphere of social i mplicat i ons . 
3 20 . 0 It is up to the educational 
system to ex.p1ain s cience to 
society and not the scientist. 
1 6 .; 7 Education should prepare the 
people to utilize the full re-
sources of science and to mee t 
its problems . , 
2 13 . 3 Education should be used in ex-
plaining science to society. 
0 0 Scientists and science te achers 
should foster thinking about 
the place and significance of 
science in the present day and 
future world . 
2 13. 3 society should not take the 
backward s tep and control sci-
ence but should mov-e ahead 
through educ.ation . 
1 6 . ? The adjustment of society t o the 
impacts of modern science must 
become a major concern of class~ 
room teachers . 
3 2.0 . 0 Since civilization ean on ly be 
saved by a world community, 
education in the foundations 
upon which this must re st is a 
necessity. 
TABLE! IV 
Response to Eight Factual Statements . Section c. 
state- Agreed 
ment 
II 1 -<1 
number 'fl-: j jo 
pisagreed Neutral 
or 
# I % Undecid~d 
# I 7o 
statement 
53 2 113 .. .: g 60.0 4 26.6 Scient~sts nave no specl.a.l. lmow 
ledge when t he social or pol iti 
cal implications of science or 
54 1 
55 5 
56 0 
5? ? 
58 3 
10 a .. 
4 
59 
60 5 
6.~ 10 
33.!1 
0 
46. E 
20.C 
I 
8 
15 
8 
3 
66.? 
53.3 
100 
53.3 
20.0 
technology are involved. 
4 26.6 The individual scientist can 
determine his individual re-
spans.ibility for the conse-
quences of his discoveries. 
2 13.3 The consequences of scienti-
fic discovery can be controlled 
0 0 
0 0 
* 
by scientists organized into 
groups. 
The individual scientist can 
control the consequences or 
his discoveries. 
Scientists are specially 
qualified to foresee the uses 
to which their discoveries 
will be put. 
Scientists are responsible for 
the industrial developments 
and economic changes w·hich 
have caused violent disturb-
ances in our social structure. 
Thus they should: 
I o 
26.6 
3 20.0 12 80.0 a. control the powers the y 
2 13 .. 3 
9 60.0 
33.~ 2 13 .. 3 
have created. 
9 60.0 b. occupy a position or author-
ity in the government • 
4 26 .. 6 If acknowledged leaders of sci-
ence exploited scientific dis-
coveries., the social lag behind I science would be closed. 
- IThe consequences of scientific 
discovery are usually not fore-
seeable at the time of discov-
ery. Thus: 
a . 6 40.C 3 20 .. 0 6 40.0 a. The scientist should not be 
held responsible at all. 
b. 1 5 1 33.3~ 2 13.3 8 53.3 b. The scientist should be held 
t 
responsible when the conse-
quences are fore see ab 1e .. -.~N~e-u~t~r-a~l~1.~t-y--o~r ~ndec~s~on does not properly apply here. 
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TABLE V 
Response to Inquiry on \w.h o Determines Decision on Responsibility ¥ 
Section D. 
Choice Agreed Disagreed Neutral or statement 
#I 7o #f Undecided % # 7b 
The decision an the re -
sponsibility of the sci -
entist to society is up 
to: 
a . 1 6.? 2 13.3 12 80.0 a . Tba individual (sci -
ent ist) 
b . 6 40 . 0 1 6 .. 7 8 53 .3 b . The group (Scientists 
organized in groups) • 
C" 2 13.3 1 6 .? 12 80 .. 0 c. The government .. 
Tables II , IV and V are largely self-revealing. Table 
III , on the education statements , shows that by · and lar~ the 
teachers surveyed believe in the efficacy of education as a 
means of solving this problem of cultural lag behind science . 
Statement 46 , shows that they are divided on whether or n ot 
scientists Should educate the public also~ The remaining 
statements all show a high percentage of agreement . 
Table IV, on facts, shows that tl1ese teachers large ly 
believe that scientists can little foresee the conse quences or 
contro l the uses of their discoveries, and that exploitation 
or scientific discoveries by scientific leaders also ould not 
close the social lag behind science . statement 53 shows that 
they believe that scientists do have a greater awareness of 
the implications of science. 
Table V, on whcm t he decision is up to shows that these 
teachers hesitate to express an opinion or are undecided on this 
matter , except that several of them believe t hat it is up to 
groups of scientists . 
b 
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TABLE VI 
Subjects' Individual Responses to Thirty-Eight Attitude Statements 
Subject 
# 1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Agreed : 
Number 
of 22 26 31 31 22 23 24 26 24 29 24 32 21 29 23 
State-
ments 
Mean 5 . 5 5 . 1 5.3 5 .. 3 5.2 5 .. 3 5 .. 2 5.3 5.1 5 . 2 5.0 5 . 1 5 . 2 5 . 3 5 .. 1 
Scale I Posi-
I tion l I I 
1-7 '1-7 Range 11-7 ,1-7 1-7 1-7 1-7 1-7 2-7 1-7 1 ... 7 1-7 1-7 1-7 1-7 
' 
stan-
1 .. 3 ; 1.5 dard . 89 1 .. 6 1 . 7 1 . 4 1.3 1 .. 3 1 . 6 1 . 6 1 . 8 1.6 1 . 7 1.4 2 . 4 
De vi- I at ion 
I 
Disagreed : I 1 
Number 
9 1 of 6 5 6 16 9 8 9 13 9 8 5 7 7 4 St ate-
ments 
Iviean 3 .. 5 5 . 0 3 . 4 4 . 0 4 .9 4 . 6 4 . 1 4 .8 5 .. 2 4.8 5. 9 4 . 8 4.4 4.1 5 . 5 
Scale 
Posi-
tion 
I 
Op:posi te Scale 
Posi-
tion 4 . 5 3 . 0 4 .6 4 . 0 3 .1 3 . 4 3 .9 3 .. 2 2 . 8 3 . 2 2.1 3 .. 2 3 . 6 3 .S 2.5 
to 
Mean 
The reliability of the scale was determined by a 
"hybrid" method which is somewhere between the split-hal!' 
and equated forms methods.. The mean scale position of the 
"disagreed" staten:ents for each subject was canputed, ·sin:ee 
these are a negative indication of the subjects' attitudes 
their opposites on the scale were found. (All this is shown 
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in the latter table, number VI"') These "opposite." means were 
correlated with the mean scale positions obtained from the 
"agreed" statements ·for each subject. A reliability coefficient 
-of + .44 was obtained by tl::e Pearson method. 
(This writer's assumption that the one subject ho merely 
disagreed with certain statements and left others blank m9 ant 
the blanks as agreement, waa .- borne out by a canparison of the 
subject's mean scale position for the "a&reed" statements and 
"opposite" mean with those of the other subjects. An examina-
tion of subject number 10 on table VI will make this evident.) 
If this method was the split-halves method this co-
ef:t'icient would be too low an indication, and the spearman-
Brown Formula would be used to obtain a more accurate est ate. 
However, this method is partially the split-half ~thod and 
partially the equated forms method. Therefore, the Spearman-
Brow.n Formula was used and a coefficient of + .61 was obtained. 
It is believed that the reliability lies somewhere between 
+ .44 and + .61. The reliability coefficient is probablY at 
least + .50. It is believed that . negative responses are poor 
indications of attitude and that while the latter statement 
is probably true the coaffieient is a poor indication of the 
true reliability. 
It is seen from Table VI that the individual's range 
is no indication ot his attitude. The mean positions obtained 
for each person's attitude are quite astounding. They range 
from 5.1 - 5.3 with ·.one 5.0 and one 5.5. The mean attitude 
for the whole group is 5.2 with a standard deviation of 0.37. 
For the si"nificanoe of. these results one must examine 
statements 1, 6, 10, 13, 14, 17, 22, 23, end 27 which have a 
scale position of 5; and statements 4, 5, 25, 26, 29, 31, 32 , 
5B 
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, and 41 which have a scale position of 6 
on Table II. This examination shows that almost all these state-
ments were endorsed by a large percenta@e of the subjects. 
Also, statements in position 5 largely emphasize the 
responsibility of scientists as being one of informing th' 
people and the government on the implications of scientific 
discoveries, guiding the public on scientific matters, and 
attempting to solve the problems raised by science. Those 
in position 6 emphasize the informing duty of scientists and 
that of rendering active help to· solve problems raised by 
science. Also, the respmsibility of scientists to be con-
cerned with the effects of scientific disco~ries, and to 
r efuse to engage in work for evil purposes . 
The attitude of t he group as a whol e is t hat scient ists 
have some responsibility and it is to inform , ducate , and gui de 
the public and governme t an t he L plic.ati ons of scie ce and 
its discoveri es .. 
lso , the r o p standard deviation sho s that the roup 
1 quite omogene ous in its attitude , a st ted above . T 
individual standa d d viations range fro 1 . 3 to 1 . 8 ith 
. 89 and ane 2 . 4 .. Thi indicates that t he individuals i the 
grou h ve quite st ble convictions on this matter . 
State e _ t 2 , "Scientists houl d be r esponsi bl e for the 
evi l conse qu nces hich are a esult of so e s cientif ' c d·s -
covery , n is the one statement ifhich was retained even t ho h 
it narr ly m· ssed satisfying t e sor·ting criteria for reten-
tion . Fou sorters placed 1 t on seven , "extreme responsibility" 
and t io placed it on the opposit e extreme . It is certain that 
the latter . as merely a sorting rror since the meaning of the 
s tateme tis quite obVious . 13 . 31b agreed ~ith it, 73. % dis-
gre ed, and 6 .. 77~ were undecided .. 
The distribution of statements obtained by the sorting 
process as concentrated at positial 5 and especially 6 on the 
scale (Table I). This may indicate that the contributors to 
the literature on this subject are of sanewhat the same opinion 
as this group of teachers surveyed . 
0 
Various correlations with the individual mean values 
·~ere tried: corr elation coefficient of + *39 was obtained 
with the number indorsed , and a scatter diagram made using 
the standard deviations exhibited no significant correlation . 
Scatt r diagrams made of the group mean compared with the 
background data exhibited no significant correlations . com-
parisons of the percentage of statements indorsed with the 
total number either indorsed or dis.agreed with , and the per-
centage indorsed of the total thirty- eight statements exhibited 
no signif icrurt correlations . Various other comparisons using 
the group mean and the individual means also exhibited no 
signific an·b corre~ations . The latter is to be expected since 
the. individual means are so similar . The highest mean is 5 .5 
obtained by subject 1 , and the closest to this is 5 . 3 . It is 
significant that subject 1 was the anl~ one ho· commented ex-
tensively . Comparisons made between the individual standard 
deviations and other factors exhibited no significant correla-
tions . All canputed correlations ere obtained by the Pearson 
method . 
Chapter V- Conclusions, Implications, 
Limitations of the study, and Need tar Further Research. 
A. Conc1usions and Implications. 
1. Since the sampling of science teachers was obtained 
in a truly random manner the results of this survey can be 
applied to all the secondary school science teachers in 
Massachusetts; and the attitudes determined are indicative 
of the attitudes of those teachers with the exception that 
only the more socially conscious science teachers were in-
cluded in the sampling because of the method used. 
Although the sampling of usable results was only 15, 
25%, the above is justifiable because of the extremely low 
variability of the group average obtained. 
2. lhe ther or not the method of surveying by settin~ 
up a correspondence with the subjects was successful depends 
upon one's conception of "correspondence." If one means an 
exchange of personal letters the method failed in this study. 
On the other hand, if one means a process similar to tha't 
undergone in this study there is only enough evidence to draw 
the conclusion, reached in number 1 above, that the sample used 
as t hat of the more socially conscious science teachers. 
3. Negative responses are a poor indication of attitude 
in a study of this (modified) type. 
4. Massachusetts science teachers in general believe 
that scientists have the responsibility of informing, edu-
cating, and guiding the public and government on the implications 
of science and ita consequences. They also believe that science 
teachers, educators, and scientists have a joint responsibility 
1n educating the public on the cultural l.ag behind science, 
and in the place and significance of science in the present day 
and future world. Also, that education has new responsibilities 
and opportunities because of modern science. 
Furthermore, they believe that scientists can not 
usually foresee the consequences of their discoveries or 
control them. Also, they are uncertain as to whom the de-
cision an the responsibility of the scientist to society is 
up to although they favor scientists organized in groups, 
s o.rne what. 
B. Limitations of the Study -
1. Thurstone and Chave1 say that the validity or 
universality of the scale may be challenged to the extent 
the scale construction is affected by the opinions of the 
readexswho help sort out the original statenents. 
1. Thurstone, L. L. and Chave, E.~., The Measurement of Attitude, 
pp. 32-58. 
2. Allport ' s statement of limitations of scaling 
methods have been quoted in the Review of Research chapter. 
one applicable inherent limitation mentioned is, "Each per-
son possesses many contradictory attitudes and for this 
reason his mental set at the manent or submitting to a scale 
may tell only a part of the story . ttl Also, it is not possi-
ble to classify attitudes " • • • because it assumes a ccm.-
plete independence or attitudes" and n . . . because it 
assumes that human beings are directly comparable with one 
another respecting the formal arrangement and content of 
their attitudes . n2 
3 . The study is limited in generality because the 
sampling of teachers obtained includes only the more socially 
conscious secondary school science teachers ; and it is limited 
in generality to a lesser extent because of the small sample 
size . 
C. Need for Further Research -
1 . A nation- wide survey similar to this one. 
2 . Further research on attitude scales and attitude 
determination . 
3. Determination of what those scientists who do not 
write non-scientifically on science - the vast majority -
think on this question of scientists ' responsibility . 
1 . Allport , G. w. , Attitudes , p . 832 .. 
2 . Ibid , P• 836 . 
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APPENDIX 
;; 
~"" ··;·v; .-:;.i. :i.>ac .n ·..t a. :1 . ., ch~'~ "'·· - ~ -... ~ .~c · •. ~e.L~h r 11 .n l~ :.1 ~udea on 'Tt.,., 
Reep~ne1b111ty ~f Scienttote t,.., s,..,c1ety 
Inquir-y f (')rm 
1 Fill in the foll,..,wlng backgr~u nd 1nt~rmat1on: (Check where 
neceaeftry): 
Approximate age:~- married ___ ~ single ___ • 
Educati~nal background: 
Type ~t traini ng: (eo@o 11ber ai arte, engineering, ete o) 
Type ,..,r e cho~la and length ot time attended~ 
Length nt teac hing exper1eno•------
Soience cour~e $ taught : 
Do you wish a c,..,py nt the results sent you? Yea 
It the enswer 1n _yee etve y,.,ur ma111ng address~ 
.. 
No • 
-
II Place a cne,cts bee1dea those fr,llf')wins statements that Y"' U 
,!i .s, r e e .!'.!.!h c 
Place.! eros (J!.!l...!) bea1de th,.,se that you dl) • .not agree nitho 
Leave th,.,ee th t y,..,u aro undecided or neutral abf')ut blank ~ 
_ 1" s,c\ety shnuld exer t cont.rol , ., r tho utili zation of 
sc1ent1f1~ d1SOf')Vory and not ~ve so1 nceQ 
2o Scientists sh~uld be r apons1bl fo~ the evil consequences 
~ch ~re a re ult ~r n~me sc i nt1flc d1 -co~ery¢ 
3" Scientists ~h,.,uld m£~.k no judgem~mte ~ute1d e ~r eoience 
"STfice thfjet- judgement"'· have nc. vel\.~ th !'e., 
_ 4.. The welfare and happi neoa , 1· mv.nk1nd fthould b~ kopf, a s 
the ~bjcctivee of scientifi c t~rko 
5., Scientists should agree t.<, outlnw euoh a.ct1v1t1e• ae inoreaae 
the danger or deatruct1veness of w~r Q 
6.. The ac1ent1 at. eh,.,uld be r aponaibl.e r~r setti na forth the 
w;rth of hie d1soover1oa to humanityv 
___ 7. 5c1ent1sts eh,.,uld haven,., epoc1al reepone1b111ty for de·er-
minins tho appl1oation ,r techn~l~s.Y to human atfa1rso 
___ 8c The sc1ent1et shou ld usually nn t be hold reepone tblo tor 
the usee t~ which his disc~veriee · are put since usually any discovery 
can be used r,.,r s"'c1al ~r an~1-s,c1 al pur p,.,eeso 
9., Sc1ent.1ats eb,uld woi-k directly for t ho pract.1cal benet :l t 
'l f menk 1nd .. 
....,_ ............. -- .. ...- ...... ,...,. __ w\,oi .. W&.lft'V• -ii ~ .. .,.~v AUA 4Wf. ''.&.lii&AA l"~ C\IJJ.A..~CL-4 
guidance t., the public ,n m,ral s tandards and valuee dealing with 
the devel.,pment .,f ec 1encea 
11~ Sc1ent1ets sh~uld have o~mplete freedom since the lack 
;!1 t 1e detrimental t,, flci.!fntU'i~ pri) (.:r:ae3.) 
12~ S~\enti~t~ ~hovld n~t t!k~ part 1n gov~rnm~n.t ~~~aue~ t~vY 
are n~t more competent and pr..,bably l eae eo 1n government ~rtt than 
thoeo in goverQm~.tnt nc- " 
___ 13o Sc1entiata ehoul~ have the r eepone1bi l1ty of instructing 
communi t1ea and .@oYernmente w:r.e;,ev,t,t~ pol1clee t!>UCh\ ns th'l :pul\11r; 
w•lfe~e are tn qY')et1!>o , · 
___ l4o Tho ac1ent1at eh~uld b• tul l y r•p~eeeot~d ~n all ~~V4rn• 
m~ot 1n~tttvti~oa. 
l5e Scientiata eh.,uld have tr••d~m t~ toll .,w thet~ ourt~e1\y 
erne~ tb~ m~et 1~on~tant d1«c.,verie~ h37. r•~ul t~d t~om t~e 1ntel~ 
l ectual adventure~ ~f individual ac1en~1ata. 
~ ]6. Sine~ ~.· ·eoter.t1 vt, h~!!' !r .. echm tt"t p'U.r4.ue hi~ d\8c~ver1e«i 
he sh~uld take reap~naib111ty t~r t h wh~le ~t hie aoti~ne and 
Cf)08eque ncea ., tar ~fl ,~. :wt f") t'9~ f''J b l'JD 
1'7 .. The ac1cntiBt Bh"lUld hav~ gr eater roapr,naib11 1ty t., 8t:)C1ety 
than m,at ,f hie tell~ oi tt~~n _ since th" ~c\ o:attet b'l~ o. ~~eater 
underetnod1ns ~r mao •od g~tur~~ 
18., The. ac1ent1et should not be held respons ible tor tho ueea 
t." wbi ch bie d1ec..,v,r1.•e '!Ire pv. e1 f.\1)0 ~lm..,.et t\OY dt-,oove~y c~n ~e 
u~~d r~~- ~tthar aoo1~1 ~ r ~nt\-!~c1• 1 purpo~~~, 
___ 19~ Th• re~p~ne1b111 ty ,r th• ~Qi ~ntt•t ehoul~ ~~ to th~ 
integr ity and .: v1g.,r of his ec1 enoeo 
_ __ 20o Soc1ety abould be c~mpletely reepqna1ble f or the pr~per 
util1zat1~n of \h\8 !}r•.ct1.cel ~pp11. cat 1'l n-e ,r ec1ei1Q~h.. 
,. 
_ 21. It aJi.,uJ.d be the reepo naib1 11ty of ec1e nce ~o eee that 
ecient1fto· d1.0oYer1ee a re properly explctt•<3 etoe~t eoo1.~ty ee a 
whr\lo 1e 1n no pua1t1un ~·) pt',J'i'i d• t he me~benl am or C'.)Dt·~ol f> 
22. Sc1erit1ata eh.,uld keep the pe~ple 1nt~rmed on the reaulta 
-;:;r-eo1 ent1·t1o §.,!'k, end t 11 such e 'l'e nnt~~r that t b•e• r• a~l to can be 
underet,,d . 
23. Sclenttete ~rgan! zed i n gr.,upa ~h,u1d 1nt~r~ humfl~ity of 
t"h; ih ne~t.~V.4UlCvii AM \ mpl 1 cat-irr &Jii thai&- ;!1iiC•)Va~ 1. !te h"-VD o o ~mman1 ty o 
24o Sc1ent1ata eh~uld expl~tt. their own d1ec~ver1ee. 
___ 25o Scieritiate ah.,uld have greater reapona1b1lity f~r deter• 
mi ning the uaee t, which their ••t d1sc~ver1ea are put a1noe they 
kn,w m,re ab.,ut their d1 ~o..,ve,;r1~•~ 
26., Sc1ent1 .,t:a :;i!·.'lUld ·~i\~~ r. ~l.P !lf'&~ · lea~ e ro~· l'dp in the ...,lut1on 
;;r:-- l.i7'' hl 8"1.:) :1: .. ) t;'j ~-~ t -~ :-; ":' ·~. t :1·) ~ 2\? .,. ~ .. ,:._ .1 ,, ~':~ ., 
27 ., Sc1a nt1ete i!!ht"\uld c., me t , ;~e~h I" i\1 ,rganizatinne devoted 
~pr""blema on the r ... lat1~neh1p .-,t ac1 nee t,., a,.,c1ety., 
28 .. Sc1enti ete eh.,uld n .... t be he ld respone1ble f-,r th& u see t ., 
Which .their dtuscl') ver ies are pu t et ncc e.,ciety can deal with the 
iaeuee raised in a,.,~e "'thor wayo 
_ 29., Sc1ent1ste eh..,u ld ha\re th& r(lspi'}Gs:itU.tt .. r ..,.z making kn"" wn 
t .... &\C1ety the ac1ent1t~c !",nd t,e.~hn 1c:lJ. fac ta uh1ch affect the 
welfare .... r s~c1etyc 
___ 3Co Scient1ete who are i n a pneltion to knou the consequence s 
and 1mplicat1ona ,.,r t.1 &r~at . . ne:;, ti,. ~ 'l~ ,..,,.y sh~uld have a ap~~!~ J 
r1f!ht and duty to inform the w"rld of th~ se cotleequenocS e· r~n~ 'mpl ~­
cat1r, neo 
3lo Scientieta eh,.,uld take par t in pol1tioa1 councila to render 
tb; service that they are uniquely qualified to rendero · 
__ ~2... S¢1ent1ate shnuld comi>1 ne w1 th 1)1i.har peop~e ae e:.i. :.~~!!:r.;J 
to .. ..,lvfJ t!' .. e &c•Ci:il ?rnb1~r.te b:."r~~!Ght ''"bout by ec1ent.1f1c d•acoYf: l" iee . 
33o Sc1ent1ate eh~uld organ1z 
-;;'~.r.r.t~ f1 ~ ~'lrk ~., th~t they c~n b 
gent bu~ non•ec1entif1o per•nnao 
and pre~ent tpe reeulte of 
ae n a nd understood by 1ntel 11• 
34 o The ec1ent1et wh~tuld k!i p the p ub ll . .o 1n~·~:·med it, '.tntl.,;--
et;';r,1...-b:Lr; l~~~gur.c;e ,r : '!'!h:'lt be it! d if\.p , 
35o Scientists ~b~uld ts ~ Rn obl 1 ~at1~~ to part1cipat~ · 1n 
cfec1s1..,n& _.,n the a ppl1cati"n" "f i3C1enCe ai nce BC1~r.~:i '.1l'·Jt.:i~ be 
applied f..j·r huma;n 1.1 ~0" 
:!.6.. The scie.nti ~t. ee a c it.izon eh"' uld take a lively c,.,ncern 
in the Yr"-<Y ~11& ~1ec"'9'er· i~" ar-e uee<io 
_ 37. The ac1ent iet eh,uld i)e res}J._,i.dble ·rljr the \.lfit;;rtt -~ . ~ wr~ •:.; h 
h~.d (13-::>, v~ :-~-~fl -,.r~ pt~ ~rly. in t,bi) ae i5ptt~1 • .n~. _,:t,es rh~rfl 1t 1e 
"bvi~us that the ueee will be evil o 
38o The ec1ent1et ehnuld have nr, special r4&pone1b1li~y fur 
th~ ~..,ns~qu~"'r.~r.e 1'\r ht~ d i e~.., ~~eritH; & ~inc~ io a m."der n spec1al1z d 
s"c1ety every~ne participate s in ll e~ c1al a~ti~no 
~9 o Sc1antf·eta ah ... uld retuee tr, ensase tn any etUdJ ·u~a con-
:aq\.~. t:~'l""IOI' of ~J~-:1·..;1~ ar~ f'lP~ \o be ~~rtl ~ 
__:_ 4.C/ '!·he ac1ent i$t should taka an &ct.iv~; ._,:.ter~iJt ' ·n c.h~ social 
C(')nsequencee of hiD W<'rlr:~ 
t.J. ~ ':~fttJ:' 1nr,.,f'in1r.g ;.,ocif;l ·ty of ~t" h::pU.cations of thei r d1 e-
cover1es sc1ent1ete ehr,uld pa r ticipate with the community tn making 
dec1~1one on the ~•$ ~t \h~ee ~iec"vori~•· 
1 .·:::" !':du~;.~~.~ ... ~~ . .-\;'l -·!.1 .!:~ h~ .. !:' .n r,·,:~ ~!. lg <.ht: ~~.c1uJ. lag .,x .;.:.&. ·;~ -­
llzat1~n behind science~ 
4~c Educ8tt~n sh~uld emph~ei ze scl en~e fer lt$ llb~~al cul ~ural 
1n't.,~e~t to hr,),;> _produo"l'J a pub.l.1 c oetter eq·utpped t.o deal wl th ? ... 11 b-
lems ~ba~ eo\~n~~ c~'3e~ o 
44.. Educat1o n has new t' ap·o n c l bill t1 es a.~d I') pp }; t will ~1ee becaueo 
~ morJ~rr. r.G t~::'l"S _-
4:5 .. St.of.o ~\:~ t.:>.~'-'- ~U /' !!1 £"tho ' .. d.o :x.pl .,. ·ir, \htr \-.ano~~a ,.; ,.lc l! ac1'! !l"'fll 
rer~~(' b...,th 1n 1ta technica l and s ci ent1f1 c sphere and a lae J.n t he 
sohero ...,r ~~~ 1 . al 1~P!, na t1 ~n~. 
1 t 1e up t o the educ ational 8)to1.enl \. • ., explalr. &¢1enc,t: to 
~n~ ~'' th~ ~~1entl~ t , 
4?" Education sbr,uld prc pal'e t.he people to l.t1 l lze tt'~~ tul 
re8...,u!'~e'l of e::lte no:t snG t, !";i'liet t. 't;~ !'~"~ lll ~li:&o 
49o Sc1ent1ete and scie nc e t eacher• ah...,uld f~ater thinking 
ab'"'ut th~ ple~~ S'!"ld "'·gn\~ 1~. tle~ ·,1" a(}~.eh'1_. in tt',(; pre:ce:nt. d£-y an-j 
futur~ ~"!"l~o 
50,. ~r,O:\e"iy sh...,~:ui n, ., t a.h.~ th~ l::itlc.ik\¥ar-~ · ate.P C:.t~.:!· cc.ntz·~ :t 
-science but stv,uld ra~re clltiaci tl .. t - ~t4gh bdUca\.it';tc .. 
.§__ 51 o Tl:. ~ ~::tjurs"\".rf~ r.t -,! s ,o :t.ety t:) t-tle impacte ~f m,dern -;ci ence 
w.\.lEt t~o ... me a m~t j.,r c-,n;)er.n ,r <::1 EP:i'l")ti• t~~c..hsJ'Ii;., 
__ 5!?. " S i r:r .. 3 c·\ v-i.l \ ~e t i ;) r, ~,;a!., ~ rJ l;,'l· 1.~,; ~~·.;· ~ 't:y tr. \lt; r :.i.d co llltlt;. n1 ·t..v 9 
~ducati~~ 1c t~~ r~u~d9ti~n~ upon ,htch tb1~ mue' rest 1e a nece sityc 
c . 
•·• c::: ... i r: ...... . + ....... ~' ... ·p ··~ 1 L··· ,. ··!v - .. ,~. ·n t1~ · c· -cia" r 
__ -.Jv ~ .• . ~ t.l ,.,.~,_..,, ,. A;~ .. y ·--~ 16! . tor:.- .. t: .• r. •. ~o '""~vtJ "'"" _ h• ... c .:. o 
p...,litical 1mpl1cat1one ,r sc ience or techn4logy are 1nv,lved. 
O·~-c 1'bt i£!C1Vi~u•.u ecJ.e nt. :in'\. can c:lc.d.ct1'ial:iiiv hl~ 1aJcl.l.v~-:!.uo.:. 
r-e~&pn nai bili 1.y fl')r the C<' U8eq·~J.enc dlS of J'.rlll <.UISCoV.,J"1~th 
f5 , The c~~~Eou~~ct~ ~f ~c1ent1t1c diacn~ory ~an t~ 'o~trGl ~ ~d 
Oy···acienti btS .,re;atli zect i Q-i,G fo!1""1 -..pi:!! o 
SSe Tho t~tH\"1<!'\:el t~ t ent1~t. can control t il., (;oiUHhfutsn'-;;.o ~;;, 
M a o1aCI')V~rie~o 
f.7. S~1.ct;ttrottt r.r~ spl!c t~l:ly r; u~.lif~.1!1d t.r:' fr:-r~e o the ueeo t o 
whlch their d1sc~v~riee will be PU~o 
~A, Sc,~otie~~ are ~e~p~n9Jb~ ~ l...,r ~h~ li~~~~r:~~ deve~~pm nts 
~n1 ~cMn~m1c ~h~na~~ wh~ch h~v~ c~u~o6 vi~lent d1sturbanc~e in ~ur 
s~ctA\ structur~n · 
Tot.z~t th~Y eb~\ll•::l ~ 
a. c...,ntr~l th~ power s they have crefttodo 
b. OCc11py ~ .~,., e1t 1on ,t ~u~hr1rl ·"y in ·t.ntt t!...,V ~n· n­
m~'lt ~ 
• 
59o If ackn~~le~z~d ieade r s of s c1e ce expl~1ted sc1entlt1c 
~ 'i. :,c.., ·:ecie~ 0 ~ ?l.<"t ~,c1a.i. I I!.~ i:>eh 1 nd sc1enr,~ li t) uld be ;!ll'\ S~!~ ~ 
__ 60o The c·--ne~quence e 1'\f ac 1~nt1t 1c d1ac.,very are ueually n~t 
f"'rseealJ:ie at. tl•e t.1 ~e ·~f diOZI'\Ve~y., 
Th~tJ,: 
____ a ~ The sol n~1e~ ahl'\uld n, t be held responalble 
3 '~ ~~''' 
__ tJ _, ~·t.e, ee-ie::~tt~t ah:>t•le t•·t 1"::3l·l r.,~p.~nat'll·.~ ...,!1.,n 
~~~ ~~~e~~u~~v~~ ~~e !or~~~~tl'~ 
Do Tht' dl&ci.~ic'l oo f.t~(' h ·J p~~ .. ,1b1ltt:.Y cr th!!t s::ter!.t.tl!tt \(') 
e~c1~ty is ~p \o; 
_..,_ 
... 
-
. . 
Tho 1~~1YJdual '~~ 1•nt!et) 
Tho er,-..tp \a~ient i..~ te organi2ed 1k1 li'ou.pll)o 
"i"h~ ~c "l'c.H"~'ll .n {:. " 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study is to determine the attitudes 
of science teachers in secondary school on matters relating to 
the responsibility of scientists to society. Science teachers 
in grades 9-12, or ?-12 where combined high schools existed, 
were surveyed . 
The justification for this study partially rests on the 
contention that the teacher ' s attitudes or absence of attitudes 
are communicated to the pupil and inf luence him to varying de-
grees . Since it was shown - in the review of literature - that 
much. thought is being and has been given , and much controversy 
is raging, regarding the role of the scientist in society and 
his responsibilities to that society; the attitudes of the 
nation's science teachers -who it is believed are influencing 
the future citizens very much in this respect - are of concern . 
The other foundation that this justification rests on 
is the desire to know what these representative (see limita-
tions) teachers think on this vital subject. Because of this 
alone the study is justified. 
A review of the literature on the social responsibility 
of scientists revealed the following: the most dominant idea, 
in the literature, is that the social responsibility of each 
scientist is determined by the individual decision of that 
scientist . Other main ideas are that the scientist has 
the respons i bility of informing the _public, that the 
es:ponsibili ty is up to education , that the consequences 
of scientific discoveries are not foreseeable , and that 
controls - if any - should be applied an the technological 
plane . 
The method used to determine the attitudes was a 
scale following Thurstone's method with modifications . The 
instrument used to determine the attitudes uas an inQuiry 
form (see appendix) prepared by this author . The method of 
surveying used was a correspondence method which consisted 
of an initial contact and a follow-up . This as sent to 
t hose pri n cipals. ·~hose schools were chosen at r andom. They 
were asked to choose one science teacher by a randcm method . 
This teacher in turn was asked to write this author or 
·xiv 
merely return the enclosed postcard - Which contained this 
author ' s address - with hi s name and address . Those teachers 
~ hich answered were sent the i nquiry form. 
one inquiry form was sent directly to a s cience teache r 
and fifty-nine initial letters were sent to principals . The 
former did not reply and 20 or 33.9% of tbe latter did . The 
final results are based on fifteen - 25 .. 0% of the original 
60 - satisfactorily completed inquiry forms • 
.An attempt to determine the efficacy of scaling methods, 
in general , as a means of determining attitudes was not made 
in t hi s study since adequate evidence was not available . 
However, it is believed that the scaling method used in 
this study was successful. The effic a cy of the method of 
survey ing by s e t t ing up a correspondence wi t h t he subjects 
was not ascertainable. 
The conclusions re.ached are limited in generality 
because t he sampling of teachers ob tained i ncludes only the 
more s ocially conscious secondary school science teachers, 
and because of the smallness of the sample size . However , 
the latter i s mitigate d somewhat due to t he purely random 
method used . 
The major conclusion was that Massachuse t t s science 
teachers in general believe that scientists have the 
responsibility of inf orming, educating, and guiding the 
publ i c and government on the implications of science and 
its consequences . They also believe that science teachers , 
educators, and scien tists have a joint r esponsibility in 
educating the public on the cultural lag behind science and 
in the place and significance of science in the present day 
ru1d future world . Also , that education has new res ponsi-
bilities and opportunities because of modern science. 
Furthermore, they believe that scientists can not 
usually foresee the consequences of their discoveries or 
control them.. Also , they are uncertain as to whom the 
decision on t he responsibility of the scientist to society 
is up to although they favor scientists organized i n groups, 
sanewhat. 
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